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Foreword

In an era marked by a continued erosion of global peace and security norms, the need for rigorous, evidence-based inquiries into serious allegations of international crimes has become more crucial than ever.

Our initial report in May 2022 found reasonable grounds to believe that Russia had engaged in direct and public incitement to commit genocide. This was done through the use of language including “de-nazification,” “de-Satanization,” and the construction of Ukrainians as an existential threat in attempts to warrant their destruction as a recognized, national group.

Combined with corresponding actions inescapably attributable to the Russian Federation, there was already a “serious risk of genocide” – the threshold established by the International Court of Justice for the duty to prevent stipulated in Article I of the Genocide Convention. Accordingly, States party to the Genocide Convention should then have been acting preventively – if genocide was not already being committed. Indeed, under customary international law, the international community as a whole should have been acting.

This report – an updated independent inquiry into the Russian Federation's involvement in Ukraine – extends beyond incitement to the question of actual commission of genocide, separate crimes under Art. III (c) of the Genocide Convention. The evidence presented compels us to conclude that the Russian Federation has not only continued but escalated its efforts to commit genocide. Beyond a serious risk of genocide, we conclude there are violations of the Genocide Convention beyond a reasonable doubt.

The consequences of this finding are far-reaching and clear. The U.N. Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide is a binding agreement; it requires states to prevent genocide once they become aware of the risk of it or should have become aware of the risk of it. All the more so, logically, states should stop the commission of genocide.

In what follows, we demonstrate and underline the legal obligation of states to act with urgency and sufficiency. We hope our findings will provide the necessary impetus to galvanize actions toward upholding this foundational norm of contemporary international law.

Dr. Azeem Ibrahim OBE
Senior Director of the Mass Atrocities and International Law Portfolio
New Lines Institute for Strategy and Policy
Washington, D.C.
Executive Summary

This report is an update of the New Lines Institute and Raoul Wallenberg Centre for Human Rights independent inquiry, *An Independent Legal Analysis of the Russian Federation’s Breaches of the Genocide Convention in Ukraine and the Duty to Prevent*, released in May 2022. This report upholds and expands the previous findings that the Russia Federation bears State responsibility for breaches of the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide in its full-scale invasion of Ukraine, namely, that there exist:

(1) Reasonable grounds to believe that Russia is responsible for direct and public incitement to commit genocide,

(2) Reasonable grounds to believe that Russia is responsible for the commission of genocide against the Ukrainian national group, a position supported by (i) a pattern of atrocities from which an inference of intent to destroy the Ukrainian national group in part can be drawn and (ii) documented evidence of one or more of the prohibited acts in violation of the Genocide Convention, and

(3) Signs of serious, escalating genocide and genocidal incitement in Ukraine:

   a. The legal obligation of all States to prevent genocide was triggered by the spring of 2022.
   
   b. Increasing signs of systematic, coordinated efforts by Russian State actors to incite and to commit genocide have appeared.
   
   c. Russian State actors have further escalated their willful, systematic breaches of the Genocide Convention.

The report concludes that State Parties to the Genocide Convention must redouble their efforts to meet their corresponding legal obligations. They must recognize that as Russia’s genocidal tactics evolve, international efforts to prevent further genocidal acts and protect the Ukrainian national group must meet these changing challenges.

I. The Protected Group. The Ukrainian national group is recognized domestically, internationally, and expressly by Russia in formal interstate relations, and is thus protected under the Genocide Convention. A pattern of persecution and repressions by Moscow authorities against Ukrainians has long been noted by genocide experts, including Raphael Lemkin — the originator of the genocide concept — in 1953. This report also traces important ideological transformations promoted during Russia’s violence against Ukraine, particularly the renewal and resurgence of the slogan “We Can Do It Again.” This phrase evolved from a slogan of remembrance dedicated to the suffering during World War II into a jingoistic declaration that historical violence and patterns of atrocities can and should be carried out against Ukrainians,
who are falsely portrayed as in need of “denazification.” More than the politicization of historical memory, the meaning behind the Russian phrase “We Can Do It Again” is central to understanding the Russian ideology that motivates genocidal violence against Ukrainians.

a) “We Can Do It Again”: The Significance of Russia’s Aggression against Ukrainians. As this report will detail, Russia’s violence against Ukraine has willfully invoked some of the darkest periods of Ukraine’s twentieth-century history: the targeting of influential Ukrainians evokes routine purges of Ukraine’s cultural, religious, and political leaders under Joseph Stalin and other leaders; the willingness to weaponize food, as seen through Russia’s Black Sea blockade, evokes the 1930s Holodomor artificial famine; modern nuclear threats evoke the 1980s Chernobyl nuclear disaster, and many other historical illusions. As Russia combines modern genocidal tactics with the weaponization of historical memory for terror, Russian State actors appear to believe that past atrocities “can be repeated,” as the international community watches, but so far has not stopped Russia’s genocidal behavior against Ukrainians.

II. Incitement to Genocide. Under Article III (c) of the Genocide Convention, direct and public incitement to commit genocide is a distinct crime, whether genocide follows or not.

III. Russia’s State-Orchestrated Incitement to Genocide.

(a) Continuing Direct and Public Incitement. The May 2022 report identified five key incitement narratives and dynamics: (1) denial of the Ukrainian identity, (2) accusation in a mirror, whereby perpetrators accuse the targeted group of similar atrocities that the speakers envision against them, (3) use of dehumanizing rhetoric about Ukrainians, including that Ukrainians must be “denazified,” (4) construction of Ukrainians as an existential threat, and (5) conditioning the Russian audience to commit or condone atrocities. None of these incitement risks have lessened since that time.

(b) New Dehumanization Tropes Indicate Escalation. Direct and public incitement of genocide by Russian State or State-affiliated actors has escalated, with no indication that the quantity of incitement messages or tone of dehumanizing language against Ukrainians has decreased. Rather, new dehumanization tropes (e.g., Ukraine must be “de-Satanized”) and narratives have been introduced. Systematic incitement to genocide has continued from the highest levels of Russian State authority, from President Vladimir Putin, Deputy Chairman of the Security Council of Russia Dmitry Medvedev, State Duma deputies (i.e., parliamentarians), and Russian State occupation authorities with direct physical control over Ukrainians in occupied territories.

IV. Genocidal Intent. What distinguishes genocide from other international crimes is the “intent to destroy, in whole or in part, [a protected group], as such.” This intent can be attributed to a State through evidence of a general plan (derived from official statements, documents, or policy) or can be inferred from a systematic pattern of atrocities targeting the protected group. The five genocidal acts—killing, causing serious harm, deliberately inflicting physically destructive
conditions of life, imposing birth prevention measures, and forcibly transferring children to another group—can also point to genocidal intent when viewed in their totality.

a) A Genocidal Plan. A “general plan” to destroy the Ukrainian national group in part may be demonstrated by the incitement to genocide driving the current invasion or by the striking patterns or methods of atrocities suggesting systematic State and military policy.

V. Genocidal Patterns of Violence Targeting Ukrainians. The commission of genocide is characterized by five, often overlapping, prohibited acts in the Genocide Convention (Article II). This report assesses potential breaches by Russia since the issuance of the May 2022 report for each of these categories, finding new and continuing evidence of willful, systematic violations of all five prohibited acts aimed at destroying the Ukrainian national group in part.

a) Killing Members of the Group. Russian State forces have directly participated in killing Ukrainian men, women, and children in a variety of ways, including summary executions, missile strikes, shelling, torture-induced deaths, targeting evacuation caravans and civilian shelters, and killing by omission. Military units active in the killings have been awarded State honors by Russian President Vladimir Putin, and Russian State platforms have released celebratory messages after mass targetings of Ukrainian civilians.

b) Causing Serious Bodily or Mental Harm to Members of the Group. Russian State actors have willfully caused serious bodily and mental harm to Ukrainians using multiple, systematic tactics that have escalated over time and in ways explicitly linked to targeting the Ukrainian identity. Consistent patterns of grievous physical and psychological harm inflicted by Russian forces and authorities against Ukrainian men, women, and children have been documented in geographically diverse areas of Ukraine and in Russia. These tactics have included extensive, industrialized torture, as well as rape and other forms of conflict-related sexual violence with extreme brutality, that have targeted Ukrainians across gender and vast age differences. Forms of torture that have been well documented within Russia for nearly twenty years are being systematically exported to Ukraine to target Ukrainians on the basis of their group identity. Russia’s regular nuclear threats — there have been at least 34 since February 2022 — also inflict acute mental harm on Ukrainians, many of whom are survivors of Chernobyl, the world’s worst civil nuclear incident. Millions of Ukrainians continue to experience physical and psychological harm from Chernobyl, exacerbated by the 1980s Kremlin’s negligence and cover-up. Nuclear threats from the present-day Kremlin against the affected Ukrainian nation inflict particular mental harm in this context, with Russia’s knowledge of this history being a reasonable inference. Together, these and other acts illustrate a widespread, systematic pattern of inhumane treatment by Russian State actors that is intended to cause bodily and mental harm to the Ukrainian national group.

c) Deliberately Inflicting on the Group Conditions of Life That Are Calculated to Bring About Its Physical Destruction in Whole or in Part. Russian State actors have deliberately inflicted such conditions through a systematic, coordinated campaign that
has increasingly escalated and targeted a widening group of Ukrainians. Russia has increased its unrelenting attacks on Ukrainian population centers, including the wholesale destruction of numerous cities. Russia has carried out the systematic expulsion of millions of Ukrainians from their homes and Ukraine’s national borders, including through “filtration” processes designed to erase or eradicate Ukrainian expressions of identity. The Russian military has been documented as bombing cities’ sources of electricity, water, natural gas, and communication in close succession. One significant escalation has been mass missile strikes targeting critical civilian infrastructure across Ukraine’s expansive territory, including regions that are far away from the war’s front lines. These attacks were timed for Ukraine’s harsh winter — the most vulnerable season for the physical survival of Ukrainians — and were understood by humanitarian experts to pose a significant threat to the survival of millions of Ukrainians. More than 1,000 attacks on Ukraine’s health care system have been recorded. In one clear indication of this prohibited act, premature births have doubled due to excessive stress and rapidly declining standards of living in eastern parts of Ukraine.

d) **Imposing Measures Intended to Prevent Births Within the Group.** Numerous instances of sexual and gender-based violence committed by Russian forces and authorities in all areas of Russian control have been well documented. Similarities of testimonies regarding the overlap of sexual violence and the targeting of group identity have also been recorded. Rape- and conflict-related sexual violence has been flagged in other genocide assessments as fulfilling criteria of preventing births, affecting women’s and girls’ desires to marry, have children, or contemplate future relationships. Castration of male Ukrainians in Russian custody has been documented, and emerging reporting may indicate that this practice is widespread and systematic.

e) **Forcibly Transferring Children of the Group to Another Group.** Russian State actors have pursued policies and directives aimed at the systematic, coordinated, and large-scale transfer of Ukrainian children to Russia or Russian-controlled territories. These actions have escalated significantly over the course of Russia’s full-scale invasion, with Ukrainian authorities verifying the identities of 19,393 Ukrainian children who have been taken. The scale of children forcibly deported requires extensive Russian State management and coordination, with evidence documented that Ukrainian children were pursued and taken against the will of their communities and guardians. Russian legislation has also been adapted to “legalize” these forcible transfers without the child’s or guardian’s permission. Available evidence indicates that the Russian State enacts procedures designed to strip Ukrainian children of their Ukrainian identity, citizenship, and sense of national group belonging. Russian authorities have also taken steps to conceal Ukrainian children’s identities and make it otherwise challenging for children to be returned home.
VI. Intent to Destroy the Ukrainian National Group in Part. The intent to destroy a group “in part” has been understood to require the targeting of a substantial or prominent part of the group. To assess this threshold, however, the scale of atrocities targeting Ukrainians must be viewed relative to Russia’s area of activity or control. Russian forces have left a trail of concentrated physical destruction upon retreat from occupied areas, including mass close-range executions, torture, destruction of vital infrastructure, and rape and sexual violence. The selective targeting of Ukrainian leaders or activists for enforced disappearance or murder is further evidence of Russia’s intent to destroy the Ukrainian national group in part, as those figures are emblematic of the group or essential to the group’s survival. Evidence of systematic, coordinated forcible deportations of large numbers of Ukrainian children to Russia with signs of eradicating their Ukrainian identity and obstructing their return home is one clear indication that Russia’s breaches of the Genocide Convention are escalating.

VII. The Duty to Prevent Genocide. States have a legal obligation to prevent genocide beyond their borders once they become aware of the serious risk of genocide — a threshold that was found to have been exceeded in the May 2022 report and that remains today. The Genocide Convention imposes a minimum legal obligation on States to take reasonable action to contribute to preventing genocide and to protect vulnerable Ukrainians from genocide. This report notes concerted efforts by many State Parties to the Genocide Convention to fulfill these requirements, through steps ranging from travel bans, to associated sanctions, and to a variety of humanitarian and defensive support to the Ukrainian people. Yet State obligations to prevent and punish genocide do not end when signs of genocide escalate; rather, they continue. Over the past year, increasing evidence indicates that Russia’s attempts to commit and incite genocide against Ukrainians have intensified, while their coordinated, systematic campaign to do so has evolved with new tactics targeting an increasingly wide number of Ukrainians far from the battlefield. As these perpetrators’ methods shift, State Parties must match and respond to these new genocidal tactics aimed at the Ukrainian people. To fulfill their obligations, State Parties must carefully consider the advancing escalation dynamics clear in Russia’s genocide against Ukrainians and take proactive steps that are sufficient for these evolving challenges.
Introduction


Since the May 2022 report, Russia has made no obvious attempts to cease their illegal invasion of Ukraine, their pattern of State-sponsored atrocities against Ukrainians, or their direct and public incitement for further atrocities. On the contrary, this report finds an escalated pattern of systematic atrocities of such nature to reasonably conclude that Russia is committing an ongoing genocide against the Ukrainian national group, in violation of the United Nations Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide. This report also assesses that Russia’s State-orchestrated role in direct and public incitement of genocide has not only continued unabated but has in fact intensified, with new tropes of dehumanization (e.g., “de-Satanizing” Ukrainians) introduced.

This report examines relevant developments across Ukraine’s internationally recognized territory beginning Russia’s full-scale invasion on February 24, 2022, through June 15, 2023. The initial May 2002 report was written at a time when Russia’s full-scale invasion of Ukraine took the form of an open attempt to quickly capture and occupy large swaths of Ukrainian territory while forcibly removing Ukraine’s government in Kyiv. Since then, the military campaign has transformed into a grinding war of aggression and total destruction of frontline cities, as the invading Russian army has been pushed back into the eastern and southern regions of Ukraine after Ukrainian forces launched a series of successful counteroffensives in the later months of 2022. In September 2022, most of the Kharkiv region was liberated. By mid-November, Kherson had been liberated. As Russia lost its military initiative, it began to escalate its use of missile strikes against infrastructure across the country, very frequently targeting cities and regions far from the frontlines of fighting. This report is being compiled as Ukraine embarks on another counteroffensive, and as Russia continues its unrestrained assault on Ukrainian infrastructure and population centers.

This report focuses on analyzing breaches of the Genocide Convention during the totality of Russia’s full-scale invasion into Ukraine. Some incidents noted in the May 2022 report are again included when they illuminate key patterns of violence. However, the majority of incidents...
surveyed in this report occurred after the publication of last year’s report, underscoring Russia’s overall repetition and escalation of acts prohibited by the Genocide Convention against Ukrainians.

The Genocide Convention imposes legal obligation on all State Parties, which include Russia, to take necessary action to prevent genocide as soon as serious risk arises or to stop it immediately as it unfolds. This report underscores that these State responsibilities were activated last year, noting that the May 2022 report “definitively conclude[d] that there exists a serious risk of genocide, triggering the duty to protect.”

This report confirms that evidence has substantially accumulated regarding ongoing breaches by Russia of the Genocide Convention in Ukraine. The Nuremberg Tribunal reaffirms principles of individual accountability, and this report is meant to complement parallel international criminal processes to hold individual perpetrators accountable for all core crimes, including genocide, crimes against humanity, war crimes, and aggression. Last May, States — the primary actors in interstate relations — were formally put on notice regarding their current and binding legal obligations under the Genocide Convention regarding the prevention of genocide in Ukraine to ensure they were in full compliance.

With evidence of Russia’s incitement and commission of genocide mounting over the past twelve months, this report notifies State Parties that they must redouble their efforts to halt Russia’s breaches of the Genocide Convention and prevent further atrocities, in fulfillment of their international legal obligations. While many State Parties have taken important steps, no binding limitations have yet been enforced on the acts of genocidal violence and incitement that Russia continues to carry out daily. As Russia’s genocidal tactics evolve, State Parties must meet and take actions that correspond to these intensifying challenges. As will be discussed, signs of escalating Russian genocide against Ukrainians are linked to the regime’s ideology that past atrocities “can be repeated,” in full sight of the international community. International responses to these flagrant breaches — and overall success in preventing and punishing Russia’s genocide in Ukraine — will set a significant historical precedent for the future of atrocity prevention efforts globally.

**Methodology**

Applying an approach consistent with the May 2022 report, this update is largely based on verified open-source material and should be read in the context of the still-evolving situation on the ground. When the only source of an allegation is an official one, the body of the text will explicitly say so. As so noted previously, this report applies the Genocide Convention as the primary source of law, applicable to the instant case and as interpreted by the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties (to which Russia is also bound), i.e., “in good faith in accordance with the ordinary meaning to be given to the terms of the treaty in their context and in the light of its object and purpose,” and in light of the relevant international jurisprudence, customary

---

10 May 2022 report, 7.
11 May 2022 report, 7.
international law, State practice, and scholarly work. This report is organized in three main sections: an update on incitement to commit genocide, evidence of genocidal intent, and the duty to prevent genocide.

As noted in the May 2022 report, the International Court of Justice (ICJ) has applied a higher standard of proof in genocide cases than a balance of probabilities, given the exceptional gravity of the charges. This report, however, applies a “reasonable grounds to believe” standard to the questions of State breaches of the Genocide Convention due to the nonjudicial nature of the inquiry amid the ongoing war and with overall investigative processes still ongoing. The report applies a second “conclusive” or “fully convincing” standard to demonstrate that the threshold for the existence of a serious risk of genocide has been met, triggering the duty of all States to prevent it.

Legal Framework for State Responsibility

1. The Genocide Convention

The crime of genocide is codified under international law in the Genocide Convention, a treaty that the Soviet Union (now Russian Federation; hereafter, Russia) ratified in 1954. Russia’s obligations under the Genocide Convention are erga omnes, or owed to the international community as a whole, which stems from the jus cogens status of the prohibition of genocide. The Genocide Convention provides for criminal liability of individuals for genocide and related acts, while States can be held responsible for such acts under a distinct, though at times overlapping, legal framework. Importantly, the standard of proof for breaches of a treaty under

---

13 Application of the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide (Bosnia and Herzegovina v. Serbia and Montenegro), Judgment, ICJ Reports 2007, para. 209 (Bosnia v. Serbia). The court held that it must be “fully convinced” that the crime or Article III acts have been committed.

14 The Independent International Fact-Finding Mission on Myanmar described this standard as being, with respect to findings of fact, “met when a sufficient and reliable body of primary information, consistent with other information, would allow an ordinarily prudent person to reasonably conclude that an incident or pattern of conduct occurred.” Report of the independent international fact-finding mission on Myanmar, Human Rights Council, Thirty-ninth session, 10–28 September 2018, Agenda item 4, A/HRC/39/64, para. 6.


17 8 Bosnia v. Serbia, at paras. 167-169, 174. The ICJ bases its conclusion that States may be found to be responsible for genocide and related Article III acts from the explicit wording of Article IX of the Genocide Convention, which provides for the distinct “responsibility of a State for genocide or for any of the other acts enumerated in article III.” See also P. Gaeta, “On What Conditions Can a State Be Held Responsible for Genocide?” European Journal of International Law, 2007, at 643 (“For the international responsibility of the State to arise, however, there would be no need to demonstrate that the State as such — or one or more of its officials — harboured a genocidal intent in the criminal sense. This is a requirement that only pertains to the criminal liability of individuals.”)
international law is lower than that required for criminal proceedings.\(^{18}\) State responsibility for breaches of international law follows from international wrongful acts attributed to the State or, in the case of genocide, wrongful conduct of exceptional gravity that is attributable to the State. This report does not contemplate individual criminal liability but, instead, the question of whether Russia bears \textit{State} responsibility for breaches of the Genocide Convention, a legally binding agreement on all 152 State parties.

Article I of the Genocide Convention imposes duties on State parties regarding genocide, which, “whether committed in time of peace or in time of war, is a crime under international law which they undertake to prevent and to punish.”\(^{19}\)

Article II defines genocide as follows:

Genocide means any of the following acts committed with intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnical, racial, or religious group, as such:

\begin{itemize}
  \item a) Killing members of the group;
  \item b) Causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the group;
  \item c) Deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of life calculated to bring about its physical destruction in whole or in part;
  \item d) Imposing measures intended to prevent births within the group;
  \item e) Forcibly transferring children of the group to another group.
\end{itemize}

There are three constituent elements under Article II of the Genocide Convention: (1) the commission of any of the genocidal acts committed against (2) a protected group (3) with the intent to destroy the group in whole or in part. Article III lists the punishable acts, including “(a) genocide; conspiracy to commit genocide; direct and public incitement to commit genocide, attempts to commit genocide, and complicity in genocide.”\(^{20}\)

2. Prevention: The Genocide Convention’s Central Purpose

Prevention is the primary purpose of the Genocide Convention, as implied by the operative term in its title — the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide — and the same express legal duty under Article I. The ICJ has clearly established when the duty to prevent is triggered:

A State’s obligation to prevent, and the corresponding duty to act, arise at the instant that the State learns of, or should normally have learned of, the existence of a serious risk that genocide will be committed.\(^{21}\)

\(^{19}\) Genocide Convention Article I.
\(^{20}\) Genocide Convention, Article IX; \textit{Bosnia v. Serbia}, at paras. 167-169.
\(^{21}\) \textit{Bosnia v. Serbia}, para. 431.
The obligation to prevent genocide is not limited to a State’s own territory but extends to wherever it “may be able to act in ways appropriate.” The Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties (VCLT), or the “treaty on treaties,” to which Russia is also a party, sets the parameters for treaty interpretation. Its Article 31 provides:

A treaty shall be interpreted in good faith in accordance with the ordinary meaning to be given to the terms of the treaty in their context and in the light of its object and purpose.23

Treaties are interpreted with reference to their preambles and related agreements.24 The Genocide Convention’s preamble references the U.N. General Assembly Resolution, which mandated its drafting and affirmed the crime of genocide under international law as:

A denial of the right of existence of entire human groups … [which] results in great losses to humanity in the form of cultural and other contributions represented by these human groups and is contrary to moral law and to the spirit and aims of the United Nations.25

The object and purpose of the Genocide Convention are expressly stated in both the Convention’s title and in Article I: to bind the Contracting Parties to prevent and punish genocide. According to the ICJ, the object of the Convention “is to safeguard the very existence of certain human groups.”26 This ideal provides “the foundation and measure of all its provisions.”27 This report should be read in light of this primary purposes of preventing genocide before destruction occurs in whole or in part and of safeguarding the protected group.28

3. Attributing State Responsibility

The International Law Commission’s (ILC) 2001 Articles on Responsibility of States for Internationally Wrongful Acts reflect the rules of customary international law, as per the ICJ, for

---

22 Id., para. 183.
23 VCLT, Article 31 (1).
24 VCLT, at Article 31 (2)(a). In terms of “context,” see also Raphael Lemkin’s Axis Rule in Occupied Europe, for the origin of the term “genocide” and precursor to the Genocide Convention. Lemkin defined genocide to “not necessarily mean the immediate destruction of a nation … rather to signify a coordinated plan of different actions aiming at the destruction of essential foundations of the life of national groups, with the aim of annihilating the groups themselves. The objective of such a plan would be disintegration of the political and social institutions of culture, language, national feelings, religion, and the economic existence of national groups and the destruction of the personal security, liberty, health, dignity and even the lives of the individuals belonging to such groups.” Raphael Lemkin, Axis Rule in Occupied Europe (Washington, D.C., 1944), at 79.
27 Ibid.
28 Under Article 31(3) of the VCLT, treaty terms are to be further interpreted in light of subsequent (a) agreements and (b) practice regarding interpretation and application of the treaty and “(c) any relevant rules of international law applicable in the relations between the parties. VCLT, at Article 31(2-3). Moreover, Article 31(4) provides: “[A] special meaning shall be given to a term if it is established that the parties so intended.” Under Article 32, supplementary means of interpretation, including the “preparatory work of the treaty,” may be used to confirm the meaning of treaty terms or “to determine the meaning when the interpretation according to article 31 [either]: (a) leaves the meaning ambiguous or obscure or (b) leads to a result which is manifestly absurd or unreasonable.”
attributing wrongful conduct to a State. Pursuant to the Articles on State Responsibility, wrongful acts will be attributed to the State when they are perpetrated by a person or entity who is (1) a State organ under State law (de jure) or that acts in “complete dependence” on the State (de facto); (2) empowered by State law to exercise elements of governmental authority; or (3) acting on the instructions, or under direction or “effective control” of State organs, as per settled jurisprudence. The acts of persons or entities exercising governmental authority are even attributable to the State when they exceed their authority or instructions. The conduct of the Russian armed forces and officials, as State organs, and persons or entities acting under their effective control, including State-owned media operators and officials or entities controlled by the Russian government within the self-proclaimed “republics,” are attributable to Russia. This report considers whether the persons or entities that perpetrate incitement to commit genocide under Article III(c) or genocide under Article II are attributable to Russia.

**The Protected Group**

This section provides important context to Russia-Ukraine relations in the immediate context of the near-decade of armed conflict waged by Russia against Ukraine, as well as in a broader historical perspective. A pattern of persecution and repressions by Moscow authorities against Ukrainians has long been noted by genocide experts, including Raphael Lemkin — originator of the genocide concept — in 1953. This report also traces important ideological transformations promoted during Russia’s violence against Ukraine, particularly the renewal and resurgence of the slogan “We Can Do It Again.” This phrase evolved from a quiet slogan of remembrance dedicated to the suffering during World War II into a jingoistic declaration that historical violence and patterns of atrocities can and should be carried out against Ukrainians, who are...
falsely portrayed as in need of “denazification.” Finally, this report underscores that the Ukrainian national group is recognized domestically, internationally, and expressly by Russia in formal interstate relations and is thus protected under the Genocide Convention.

Historical Context

Russia’s full-scale invasion of Ukraine on February 24, 2022, was preceded by eight years of armed conflict following Russia’s illegal annexation of Ukraine’s Crimean Peninsula and its State role in sparking armed conflict in eastern Ukraine. In January 2023, the European Court on Human Rights ruled that Russian military forces were active in Ukraine starting in at least April 2014; that held territory in Ukraine’s eastern Donbas region was under Russian jurisdiction since at least May 11, 2014; and that there has been a large-scale deployment of Russian troops in Ukraine since at least August 2014.37

These contemporary events occurred within the context of a longer history of repressions and persecution against Ukrainians by Moscow authorities under the Russian Empire and Soviet Union. Such events include but are not limited to numerous Ukrainian language bans; an artificially induced famine that killed at least 4 million Ukrainians in the 1930s (referred to as the Holodomor, meaning “killing by hunger”); and a State pattern of targeting influential Ukrainian figures, including intellectuals, religious leaders, artists, and others through death, torture, and imprisonment.38

In a 1953 speech, Raphael Lemkin — originator of the genocide concept — referred to Ukrainian treatment as “the classic example of Soviet genocide, its longest and broadest experiment in Russification — the destruction of the Ukrainian nation. As long as Ukraine retains its national unity, as long as its people continue to think of themselves as Ukrainians and to seek independence, so long [that] Ukraine poses a serious threat to the very heart of Sovietism … For the Ukrainian is not and has never been, a Russian. His culture, his temperament, his language, his religion — all are different.”39

While these historical events occurred prior to the creation and ratification of the Genocide Convention, they provide important context for Russia-Ukraine relations and Russian patterns of violence today. Remarks like those of Lemkin also indicate a long-noted pattern of persecution and repressions by Moscow authorities against Ukrainians by earlier genocide experts.


“We Can Do It Again”: The Significance of Russia’s Aggressive Threats against Ukrainians

More than the politicization of historical memory, the meaning behind the Russian phrase “We Can Do It Again” is central to understanding the Russian ideology that motivates genocidal violence against Ukrainians. As this report will detail, Russia’s violence against Ukraine has willfully invoked some of the darkest periods of Ukraine’s twentieth-century history: the targeting of influential Ukrainians evokes routine purges of Ukraine’s cultural, religious, and political leaders under Joseph Stalin and other leaders; the willingness to weaponize food, as seen in Russia’s Black Sea blockade, evokes the 1930s Holodomor artificial famine; and modern nuclear threats evoke the 1980s Chernobyl nuclear disaster, and many other historical illusions. As Russia combines modern genocidal tactics with the weaponization of historical memory for terror, Russian State actors appear to believe that past atrocities “can be repeated,” as the international community watches, but so far has not stopped Russia’s genocidal behavior against Ukrainians.

The ideological underpinnings of the Russian State’s targeting of Ukrainians are exemplified by modern usages of the Russian phrase “We Can Do It Again.”\textsuperscript{40} The origins of this phrase likely trace to a 1945 graffiti phrase left on the wall of the Reichstag by an unknown Soviet soldier: “For the raids in Moscow. For shelling Leningrad. For Tikhvin and Stalingrad. Remember, and don’t forget. We can do it all again.”\textsuperscript{41} The phrase appeared again in a 1955 poem by veteran Mikhail Dudin, before disappearing from the approved Soviet memory culture surrounding World War II.\textsuperscript{42} While it was originally associated with memorialization, the historical origins of this phrase occurred during a time of atrocities by the Red Army, including the infamous degree of sexual violence against German women and girls.\textsuperscript{43}

There is debate about whether this phrase was remembered again or repurposed, but its modern origins trace to a lewd bumper sticker that appeared on cars around the May 9 World War II Victory Day celebrations in 2012.\textsuperscript{44} The graphic depicts a figure with a hammer-and-sickle emblem raping a figure with a swastika superimposed over its head. Importantly, this bumper sticker is associated with the beginning of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, as it surged in popularity after Russia’s annexation of Crimea in 2014.\textsuperscript{45}

\textsuperscript{40} «Можем повторить».
\textsuperscript{44} Sticker “We can do it again” Online store “Green Elephant.” Retrieved July 21, 2023, from https://auto-dvc.ru/product/000008952/.
This slogan was not publicly embraced by Putin or the wider Russian government as late as 2020. Yet as Russia’s aggressive rhetoric escalated against Ukrainians starting in 2014, the phrase ultimately grew in popularity and acceptance by State actors. The slogan now encapsulates the growing historical reputation rehabilitation movement of violent figures like Joseph Stalin in Russian memory culture and the escalation of aggressive Russian nationalism, especially after February 2022. Putin’s own speeches reflect the most acute forms of violent resentment reflected in this phrase, displaying a “vengeful animosity for Ukraine and the entire world for ‘ ingratitude,’ ‘misunderstanding,’ and ‘infringement’ of Russia,” as characterized by Russian independent media Meduza.

As the slogan “We Can Do It Again” and the jingoistic nationalism animating it have grown in popularity, such resentment has shaped the treatment of Russian forces against Ukrainian victims. Days after Russia’s full-scale invasion began on February 28, 2022, Russian State television host Dmitry Kiselyov threatened, “Why do we need a world if Russia is not in it?,” referencing the possibility of a Russian nuclear attack. In Ukraine, the resentful message “How dare you live like this” was emblazoned in graffiti by Russian soldiers in Bucha. In the eastern village of Velyka Komyshuvakha, another piece of Russian graffiti read “It doesn’t count as a war crime if you had fun. With a happy smile, I will burn foreign villages.”

These ideological developments provide context for what precisely Russia intends to “do again.” The emergence of this phrase in pop culture, linked to the depiction of rape and violence — rather than raising victory banners — implies, even to Russian analysts, that this phrase is “an assertion of unconditional superiority and possession.”

---

46 “This is our holiday.” The President of the Russian Federation on the memory of the Great Patriotic War - in an exclusive interview with TASS. (2020). TASS. https://putin.tass.ru/ru/o-75-letii-pobedy/
Legal Protection and Recognition

As noted in the May 2022 report, jurisprudence has defined a protected group by its positive characteristics, i.e., the group “as such.” The Ukrainian people share an internationally recognized nationality and a common identity. In fact, according to recent studies, the vast majority of Ukrainians self-identify as Ukrainian, including those who speak Russian and live in predominantly Russian-speaking areas. Russia itself has consistently recognized the distinct Ukrainian national identity in international and bilateral relations. In fact, in an agreement with Ukraine, Russia explicitly recognizes the existence of the Ukrainian national minority in Russia and the Russian national minority in Ukraine, and therefore the Ukrainian majority, as follows:


The Parties will create favorable conditions with the view of preserving their national originality, culture, language, realization of spiritual and religious needs.”

Ukrainians are defined as a national group domestically and internationally, and thus constitute a protected group under the Genocide Convention. Furthermore, Ukrainians have repeatedly been acknowledged as such by Russia itself in formal State relations with Ukraine.

I. Update: Continuing Direct and Public Incitement to Commit Genocide

The May 2022 report found reasonable grounds to believe that Russia is responsible for direct and public incitement of genocide. This report affirms and expands this finding, noting the clear escalation of direct and public incitement of genocide against the Ukrainian national group.

By May 2022, forms of incitement — including the construction of a Ukrainian existential threat, specious claims of “denazification,” and “accusation in a mirror” (whereby perpetrators accuse the targeted group of committing the acts they themselves commit or conspire to commit) — were found, along with other forms of dehumanizing rhetoric. Durable trends of incitement to genocide against Ukrainians are present across all levels of State authority. As a significant red flag, new incitement narratives have also been introduced, including the “need for the ‘de-Satanization’ of Ukraine.” This report finds conclusively that Russia’s breaches of the Genocide Convention’s Article III (c) against Ukrainians have not halted but have instead intensified.

May 2022 report, 11.

Bosnia v. Serbia, paras. 193-195 (“The intent must also relate to the group ‘as such’. That means that the crime requires an intent to destroy a collection of people who have a particular group identity. It is a matter of who those people are, not who they are not.”) For an interpretation by the ICTR, see also The Prosecutor v. Akayesu, Case No. ICTR-96-4-T, Judgment (2 September 1998), para. 512.


Bilewicz M. (2022, March 7). Even Russian-speaking Ukrainians don’t want to be evacuated to Russia or Belarus, https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2022/03/07/ukraine-russian-speakers/.
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This section will (1) recall the legal and empirical elements for “direct and public incitement to commit genocide”; and (2) analyze such breaches in Russian State or State-controlled propaganda since the May 2022 report.

Applicable Law

The Genocide Convention provides for the distinct punishable or internationally wrongful act of “direct and public incitement to commit genocide” under Article III (c). Although the ICJ has yet to consider the issue of State responsibility for a breach of Article III (c), international criminal law and scholarly works on well-documented historical trajectories of genocide provide guidance for determining State responsibility. According to international criminal jurisprudence, direct and public incitement to commit genocide is a crime in and of itself under the Genocide Convention, irrespective of whether or not genocide or genocidal acts follow (as opposed to instigation).61 A finding of incitement, rather, depends on “the potential of the communication to cause genocide.”62 In the individual criminal context, the four elements of the crime include (1) public, (2) direct, (3) incitement (encouragement or provocation to commit genocide), and (4) the intent to destroy, in whole or in part, the protected group, as such.63 This section will apply the first three elements, and the following section will examine the question of attributing genocidal intent to the State based on either an official statement of a general plan or an inference of intent from a pattern of atrocities.

The public element considers whether the incitement is directed at the general public, including through the media.64 The direct element considers whether the audience immediately understood the implication of the message, which is principally determined by its meaning in context, including the environment at the time and cultural nuances.65 The incitement need not be explicit to be direct, particularly during heightened unrest, war, or an already “explosive situation.”66 Common hallmarks of incitement to commit genocide include dehumanization, accusing the targeted victims of plotting or committing atrocities (“accusation in a mirror”), and condoning or congratulating violence, among others.67 Other factors to consider include the speaker’s
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63 Akayesu, paras. 556-560. See also Gregory Gordon, Atrocity, Speech Law: Foundation, Fragmentation, Fruition, Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2017, at p. 185, describing the content of the elements: “(1) “direct” (whether the persons for whom the message was intended immediately grasped the implication thereof — from this one can deduce that the message can be implicit); (2) “public” (a call for criminal action to a number of individuals in a public place or to members of the general public via mass media); (3) incitement (illegal urging to commit genocide parsed by reference to purpose and context); and (4) mens rea (the intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnic, racial, or religious group, as such)”.
64 Akayesu, para. 556. The International Law Commission defined the public incitement element as “communicating the call for criminal action to a number of individuals in a public place or to members of the general public at large. Thus, an individual may communicate the call for criminal action in person in a public place or by technical means of mass communication, such as by radio or television.” Draft Code of Crimes Against the Peace and Security of Mankind, Article 2(3)(f); Report of the International Law Commission to the General Assembly, 51 U.N. ORGA Supp. (No. 10), at 26, U.N. Doc. A/51/10 (1996).
65 Nahimana (Media Case) Appeal Judgment at paras. 698-701; ICTR Bikindi TC Judgment, para. 387.
influence, the audience’s susceptibility to commit genocide, the historical and social context of the messages, whether the targeted group suffered recent violence, the availability of alternative sources of information, and whether the audience was conditioned by the repetition of incitement.68

**Durable Incitement Across Levels of Russian Authority**

Below, this report surveys new examples meeting these criteria of direct and public incitement, although many more examples exist. For readability, these examples are organized by the often-overlapping 5 “Ds of incitement” suggested by scholars: (1) **disinformation** (i.e., willfully promoting false evidence to malign), (2) **denial** (i.e., repudiating past or current atrocities), (3) **dehumanization**, (4) **delegitimization**, and (5) **demonization**, as well as threats and glorification of violence.69 Direct and public examples of incitement to genocide against Ukrainians include but are not limited to these. It should be noted that the stated motives behind genocidal crimes are legally irrelevant, and Russia’s attempts to justify its actions against the protected group for any number of motives do not absolve it of State responsibility.

**Disinformation: “Accusation in a Mirror” and Existential Threat Perceptions**

As noted in the May 2022 report, Russia has frequently propagated incitement known as “accusation in a mirror,” a powerful, historically common form of incitement to genocide.70 A perpetrator accuses the targeted victims of committing or plotting atrocities, framing violence against the victims as defensive and necessary.71 Russia’s role in promoting this form of disinformation (i.e., willfully false information with the intent to malign72) in order to justify violence has continued.

As Russia has escalated its nuclear threats against Ukraine while itself controlling the Zaporizhzhia Nuclear Power Plant — the largest nuclear power plant in Europe — in Ukraine, Russian State actors have made numerous specious accusations that Ukrainians were planning to use biological, chemical, or even nuclear weapons themselves. Russia’s ambassador to the United Nations, Vasily Nebenzya, has routinely used his platform to make unfounded accusations that Ukraine created chemical or biological weapons with the support of the West.73 Some of these accusations have stated that Ukrainians prepared biological weapons to use against Russians or Russian-speaking Ukrainians, despite the evident fact that such a weapon could not distinguish between language preferences, nationality, or ethnic heritage.

---

71 Ibid., 16.
Russia’s president, Vladimir Putin, routinely justifies Russia’s invasion of Ukraine through baseless claims of Ukraine attacking its own citizens or seeking to wage war against Russia. In a speech on February 21, 2023, Putin intimated that Ukraine was attempting to gain nuclear weapons to attack Russia.74 Putin himself is the ultimate decision-maker regarding continual Russian threats to use nuclear weapons against Ukraine (the mental harm of which is discussed further in this report), and his speech painting victimized Ukrainian as the “real” killers served to remove moral obstacles against killing them. These framings also conveniently ignore Ukraine’s voluntary surrender of its nuclear arsenal under the 1994 Budapest Memorandum in exchange for security guarantees from Russia, the United States, and the United Kingdom.75

These “accusation in a mirror” framings have translated from Russia’s international diplomacy and Putin’s own domestic speeches down through Russian State television propaganda. Margarita Simonyan (editor-in-chief of the RT news network and head of the media group managing RIA Novosti and Sputnik), for example, accused Ukrainians — themselves targeted on the basis of their national group identity — with killing children because of their national origins. On April 4, 2022, she stated, “What makes you [Ukrainians] a Nazi is your bestial nature, your bestial hatred, and your bestial willingness to tear out the eyes of children on the basis of nationality.”76 Her own escalation of genocidal incitement through religious justifications and glamorization of terror tactics will be discussed further in this report.

Denial: Denying the Existence of the Ukrainian National Group

Since Russia’s full-scale invasion, dehumanizing characterizations of Ukrainians have proved remarkably consistent across levels of State authority and influence. This direct and public incitement begins with President Vladimir Putin, the unchallenged and highest authority in Russia. As documented in his public remarks on October 27, 2022, at the Valdai international discussion forum, Putin continues to openly insist that Ukrainians are “fundamentally one people” with Russia, as a matter of “historical fact.”77 This framing of Ukrainians as inherently identical to Russians and only separated by artificial, arbitrary circumstances propagates the forcible erasure of the Ukrainian national group.

The U.N. Framework of Analysis for Atrocity Crimes has identified denying the existence of a protected group or other aspects of its identity as an indicator specific to genocide.78 This narrative framing has been repeated consistently across multiple levels of Russian political authority, down to Moscow City Duma Deputy Andrey Medvedev, who stated in November


2022 that that “the Ukrainian nation does not exist. It is a political orientation …” [requiring the]
“liquidation of the Ukrainian statehood in its current form.”79

Dehumanization: “Liquidating” and “Curing” the Ukrainian National Group

Such statements of erasing and “liquidating” Ukraine occur in a media context, with explicit
calls for violence against millions of Ukrainians. On May 30, 2022, State Duma Deputy Aleksey
Zhuravlyov appeared on Russia’s 60 Minutes television program, hosted by fellow State Duma
Deputy Yevgeny Popov, where he delineated his plan for the number of Ukrainians who could be
forcibly reeducated by “reinstalling their brains” and the number who would refuse to abandon
their identity: “A maximum of 5 percent are incurable. Simply put, 2 million people … These
two million people should have left Ukraine, or must be ‘denazified,’ which means to be
destroyed.”80

Similar rhetoric has been echoed by other figures associated with Russia’s political and military
war effort, including Pavel Gubarev, a Russian political figure who declared himself “people’s
governor” of the Donetsk region in 2014 and leader of the Donbas People’s Militia before
infighting downgraded his role. Gubarev joined the Russian armed forces in 2022 and filmed
himself announcing that Ukrainians were “Russian people, possessed by the devil … but if you
[Ukrainians] don’t want us to change your minds, then we will kill you. We will kill as many of
you as we have to. We will kill 1 million or 5 million. We can exterminate all of you until you
understand that you are possessed and have to be cured.”81

Delegitimization: Erasing and Disappearing the Ukrainian National Group

Dmitry Medvedev — Deputy Chairman of the Security Council of Russia, former Russian
president (2008-2012), and former prime minister (2012-2020) — routinely broadcasts
eliminationist and dehumanizing language in regular public messages on his Telegram channel,
which has more than 1 million followers.82 Adding particular context to the following quote,
Medvedev created his Telegram account on March 14, 2022 — just 2.5 weeks following Russia’s
full-scale invasion of Ukraine — and uses the platform almost exclusively to comment on the
matters of Russia’s war against Ukraine. On June 7, 2022, he wrote, “I am often asked why my
Telegram posts are so harsh. The answer is I hate them. They are bastards and geeks. They
want death for us, Russia. And while I’m alive, I will do everything to make them disappear.”

On June 15, 2022, he similarly questioned whether “in two years, Ukraine will even exist on the
world map?”83 Later, on November 20, 2022, he referred to Ukrainians resisting occupation as
“various cockroaches that have bred in the Kiev [sic] insectarium.”84 Indicating that Russian
State actors continue to escalate this incitement, State Duma member Alexei Zhuravlyov also

83 Haltiwanger, J. (2022, June 15). Russia’s former president says Ukraine might not “even exist on the world map” in 2 years in
compared Ukrainians to “roaches” that need to be “squashed” on June 6, 2023, in the immediate aftermath of the massive humanitarian and environmental disaster caused by the Nova Kakhovka dam flooding.85

The destruction and disappearing of Ukraine is a theme that has continued to be promulgated on Russian television. On June 4, 2023, Olga Skabeyeva, host of a Russian television show dedicated to spreading anti-Ukrainian propaganda and wife of Russian State Duma member Yevgeny Popov, suggested a Russian attack causing large-scale biological destruction, saying, “What comes to mind right now, I will say it again, is to destroy every living thing in the Kharkiv region as a punishment and as a deterrent.”86

Dehumanization: “De-Satanizing” the Ukrainian National Group

Assistant Secretary of the Security Council of Russia Alexey Pavlov has also promoted a new dehumanizing trope against Ukrainians, referring to Ukraine as a “witch’s caldron” that requires “de-Satanization.” On October 26, 2022, he stated, “I believe that with the continuation of the special military operation, it becomes more and more urgent to carry out the de-Satanization of Ukraine, or as the head of the Chechen Republic Ramzan Kadyrov aptly put it, its ‘complete de-Satanization.’”87

It is significant that State media personalities and regional authorities, including those with security forces and warfighters active in Ukraine, have echoed this message of Ukrainians as evil and demonic. Ramzan Kadyrov, head of the Chechen Republic and colonel general in the Russian military, stated on November 26, 2022, that the “result of the special operation for us is the complete destruction of the manifestations of Satanism: shaitans [devils or evil spirits], Bandera, Nazis. There are many definitions for them, but the essence is always the same. Their essence is the lack of humanity, moral principles, the spread of evil spirits. Therefore, for us, they are Satanists.”88

Sergey Aksyonov, the Russian-installed head of the occupation authority since October 9, 2014, has employed similar depictions of Ukrainians in his public Telegram channel89 — which is of particular significance, given his position of authority over occupied Ukrainian territory and citizens. Aksyonov has frequently spoken of Ukraine’s erasure, stating on October 21, 2022, that “it is not the Russian language that will disappear, but Ukraine.” On July 27, 2022, he wrote, “the terrorist Kiev [sic] regime … is not just Nazi and anti-Russian, it is anti-human. Ukrainian statehood is Moloch [a biblical pagan deity], to whom children are sacrificed. This filthy idol must be destroyed, it has no place in history.”

Even after numerous war crimes by Russian forces were documented in other places of Russian occupation authority, Aksyonov continued direct and public incitement, stating on October 28, 2022, “Now it’s our turn to burn out the Nazi plague with a red-hot iron. And the best guarantee

that it will never again crawl out of its rotten catches and will not again strike minds and souls is
the liquidation of Ukrainian statehood, which gave birth to Nazism.”

*Threats and Glorification of Terror: Religious Appeals to Justify Violence*

Direct and public incitement to genocide against Ukrainians has continued throughout Russia’s
full-scale invasion, with state-controlled media routinely broadcasting language that normalizes,
rationalizes, and encourages violence against Ukrainians. As noted in the May 2022 report, key
figures engaging in direct and public incitement of genocide include Margarita Simonyan
(editor-in-chief of the RT news network and head of the media group managing RIA Novosti and
Sputnik) and Vladimir Solovyov (host of Rossiya-1’s flagship show). In one July 19, 2022,
exchange, Simonyan stated, “Ukraine as it was can’t continue to exist. There’ll be no Ukraine
we’ve known for many years. It won’t be a Ukraine any longer.” Solovyov responded, “When a
doctor is deworming a cat, for the doctor, it’s a special operation. For the worms, it’s a war, and
for the cat, it’s a cleansing.”

Simonyan and Solovyov have both employed frequent spiritual allusions in their inflammatory
language, invoking religious authority to justify and rationalize calls for violence against
Ukrainians. On December 17, 2022, Solovyov stated on his television show: “A holy war is
underway … Those [Ukrainian] fools who are trying to fight — they aren’t fighting against us,
they’re at war with God … How can humanity that fights against God continue to exist … if you
think about what’s happening, it’s Satanism. They’re purely demonic, you can’t put it any other
way … we’re dealing with servants of the Prince of Darkness [Satan], since we’re dealing with a
diabolical origin … what kind of negotiations could you have with Satan … the new Sodom and
Gomorrah await the Lord’s judgement.”

In calling for cities that span Ukraine’s large territory — naming Kyiv, Kharkiv, Odesa,
Mykolaiv, Ivano-Frankivsk, and Lviv — Solovyov also told his audience on April 4, 2023, “you
can fight the unclean only with holy fire falling from the skies, fire and brimstone, like Sodom
and Gomorrah … The Lord has chosen us as the weapon of his judgement.”

Similarly, Simonyan justified widespread missile attacks against Ukraine’s civilian infrastructure
on April 2, 2023, likening these events in Ukraine to the biblical account of “10 Egyptian
plagues,” which included destruction, hail, darkness, and the death of firstborn sons: “The first
plague was the rivers of blood. Don’t we see the rivers of blood? … A Grad [multiple rocket
launcher, meaning “hail” in the Russian language] will destroy all the people and animals and the
fields with their crops … Whenever our missiles are flying, whenever we are practicing our
strikes of vengeance, Ukraine is immersed in darkness. And one of the scariest Egyptian plagues
is the death of the firstborn, the second, the third, all of their males … What is left of their
[Ukraine’s] male population?”

The statements surveyed in this section and others illustrate that direct and public incitement to
genocide has continued since last year’s May 2022 report, which put Russia, a State Party to the
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Genocide Convention, on notice regarding breaches. This assessment found no evidence that such incitement has lessened in quantity or moderated in tone, but rather has intensified with new dehumanizing tropes, such as “de-Satanizing” Ukraine, having been introduced. This direct and public incitement to genocide has continued from President Vladimir Putin and top figures in the Russian government down through lower levels of authority, including prominent media and occupational authorities who have direct physical control over occupied Ukrainian territories and Ukrainians themselves.

II. **Article II: Acts of Genocide**

The Genocide Convention prohibits conspiracy to commit genocide, direct and public incitement to commit genocide, attempts to commit genocide, complicity to commit genocide, and commission of genocide (Article III). This report reaffirms that Russia’s breaches of the Genocide Convention began last year. Now, continuing patterns of atrocities by Russia against Ukrainians require a new evaluation of the underlying acts indicating the commission of genocide. As specified in Article II of the Genocide Convention, the crime of genocide occurs when one or more of the enumerated prohibited acts is “committed with intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, a national, ethnical, racial, or religious group, as such.”

The Genocide Convention makes no difference regarding the various conditions under which genocides occur, nor in the duties imposed upon State Parties, stating that genocide “whether committed in time of peace or in time of war, is a crime under international law which they undertake to prevent and punish.” As clearly defined under Article I of the Genocide Convention, conditions of large-scale warfare also do not absolve any State Parties of their legal obligation to prevent or punish the crime of genocide.

This report surveys evidence of broad trends with evidence of systematic, coordinated State involvement, finding a generalizable pattern of Russian escalation targeting an increasing number of Ukrainians. Where individual incidents are included, they serve as representative examples of the broad patterns discussed alongside them.

**Article II (a): Killing Members of the Group**

**Summary:** Russian State forces have directly participated in killing Ukrainian men, women, and children in a variety of ways, including summary executions, missile strikes, shelling, torture-induced deaths, targeting evacuation caravans, and killing by omission. Russian forces have explicitly and willfully targeted...
known areas of civilian shelter for bombings. Military units that have participated in the killing of civilians have been awarded Russian State honors by President Vladimir Putin himself, and Russian State sources often release messages that celebrate attacks against Ukrainian residential centers or other civilian population centers.

Beginning this assessment on February 24, 2022, we found abundant documentation of Russian forces engaging in unlawful killing across Ukraine’s geographically and culturally diverse areas. These killings have occurred in areas of vastly different control by Russian forces, ranging from consistent and simultaneous mass graves and executions discovered in areas of their physical occupation to mass missiles attacks across Ukraine.

From February 24, 2022, to June 23, 2023, the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) recorded 9,083 civilians killed. Experts widely believe these numbers to be significantly higher, and victim tolls will rise. The U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum defines a “mass killing” as 1,000 noncombatant deaths in a year, targeted along group lines. The preliminary death toll within the Ukrainian national group already significantly exceeds this standard.

Russian State forces have directly participated in the systematic, regular killing of Ukrainians, including men, women, and children, using a variety of lethal methods. Russian forces have executed Ukrainian civilians in all areas of their control, including (but not limited to) documented cases in Bucha, Izium, and Staryi Bykiv, as well as smaller villages across the Kyiv, Chernihiv, and Sumy regions. In one example documented by Human Rights Watch in Vorzel, Kyiv region, on March 6, 2022, Russian forces threw smoke grenades into a basement,
then shot a woman and a fourteen-year-old child as they emerged from where they had been sheltering. The child died immediately, and the woman died two days later from her injuries.

Russian tanks have also directly fired on civilian homes, as documented in Bucha. According to the Bucha City Council, 1,100 civilians were killed by the Russian military in Bucha and its surrounding areas during the occupation in February and March 2022. An Associated Press investigation suggested the killing of approximately 600 civilians in the bombing of the Donetsk Regional Academic Drama Theater in Mariupol on March 16, 2022, although these numbers are not possible to confirm as the site remains under Russian occupational authorities, which have denied independent investigators access to it. Notably, this building was known to serve as a shelter for civilians, with Amnesty International stating that “the theatre was clearly recognizable as a civilian object, perhaps more so than any other location in the city.” The word “Children” in the Russian language was visible from the sky when it was bombed from the air. These factors that did not deter the Russian military from carrying out the deadly strike.

Mass graves have also been consistently discovered in multiple areas that Russian forces controlled prior to liberation by Ukrainian armed forces. These grave sites occurred in geographically distant areas of Ukraine, providing reasonable grounds to believe that elements of systematic policy choices influenced these killings. As noted in the May 2022 report, rapid retreats of Russian forces in northern Ukraine allowed international and national investigators to document widespread killings and summary executions of residents killed at close range with hands bound and marked by torture.

The well-documented Bucha massacres may indicate the type of systematic tactics used by Russian forces to kill civilians across the full range of occupied areas that are presently inaccessible to investigators. This possibility was noted in the May 2022 report and further strengthened by the discovery of additional mass graves in liberated areas of Kharkiv oblast and Kherson oblast in the fall of 2022. In September 2022, with the liberation of Izium in Kharkiv
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oblant, mass graves containing at least 447 people were found, along with ten torture centers.109 The head of Ukraine’s national police stated that of the found, 22 appeared to be servicemen, along with 215 women, 194 men, 5 children, and other remains whose gender could not be determined. The head of the Kharkiv Regional Military administration stated that most of the bodies had signs of violent death, and 30 had traces of torture, including ropes around necks, bound hands, gunshot wounds, broken limbs, and amputation of genitalia.110

Russia’s prolonged, large-scale missile attacks across Ukraine also pertain to the prohibited acts described in Article II (a). As of March 22, 2023, the Ukrainian military estimated that Russia has fired more than 5,000 cruise missiles into Ukrainian cities and towns, along with countless artillery rockets.111 On April 28, 2023, a nine-story apartment building in Uman was subjected to a cruise missile attack. The attack took place in the middle of the night, a time most likely to lead to civilian causalities.112 The Cherkasy regional governor announced the attack publicly on Telegram, stating “We have two hits of cruise missiles in Uman: a residential building and warehouse buildings.”113 Three hours and 1 minute later, the Russian Ministry of Defense posted a photo of the weapon used to its public Telegram channel, with the Russian phrase, “Right on Target.”114

A similar pattern occurred in the major city Dnipro, home to nearly 1 million Ukrainians and approximately 420 kilometers far from the war’s active front line at the time of incident. On January 14, 2023, a Kh-22 long-range missile (i.e., an antiship missile converted for use against land targets) devastated an apartment block in the city, killing at least 46 civilians (including 8 children) and wounding at least 80 others.115 On January 15, 2023 — hours after the attack and after months of additional documented atrocity crimes — Russian President Vladimir Putin characterized the Russian military situation in a broadcast interview, stating, “There is a positive dynamic. Everything is developing according to plans. I hope that our fighters will please us more than once again.”116

The Kremlin has also celebrated soldiers from the early months of Russia’s full-scale invasion, including the 64th Separate Guard Motor Rifle Brigade suspected of the Bucha massacres. On April 18, Putin awarded the brigade an honorary title for “protecting Russia’s sovereignty,”
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praising the unit’s “great heroism and courage … a role model in fulfilling its military duty, valor, dedication and professionalism.”

Upon seizing full control of atrocity sites, Russian forces and occupation authorities have disposed of bodies in ways that have hindered investigations. In a pattern reminiscent of Russia’s role in the shooting down of a Malaysian Airlines passenger flight (MH-17), Russian forces have categorically covered up and obfuscated regarding evidence of their crimes in Ukraine. The full extent of killing will not be determined until investigators can access sites presently controlled by Russia, although concerns about Russian occupational authorities concealing or destroying evidence persist.

There are records of Ukrainian deaths due to omission by Russian forces. In Yahidne, 300 civilians were forced into a basement in squalid starvation conditions. At least 18 subsequently died. In addition, emerging reports of forcible mobilization of Ukrainian residents in occupied areas may constitute a war crime and may have Article II (a) implications.

Finally, efforts to control the movement of civilians — whether pursuing or corralling them — is of particular salience for genocide assessments, as these actions require greater inconvenience, effort, and risk by perpetrators in comparison to allowing civilian to flee unhindered. For example, this dynamic has been flagged in genocide assessments of ISIS’ (Daesh) targeting of the Yazidis. Russian State forces have regularly targeted evacuation caravans, including in the Kyiv and Chernihiv regions, before they were pushed back. Several targeted civilian evacuation caravans had signs posted in their window reading “Children” in the Russian and Ukrainian languages. Russian State actors also reportedly blocked humanitarian corridors in Mariupol, Luhansk, and Zaporizhzhia, forcing Ukrainians to remain in these conditions of extreme military violence.

---
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Article II (b): Causing Serious Bodily or Mental Harm to Members of the Group

**Summary:** Russian State actors have willfully caused serious bodily and mental harm to Ukrainians through multiple, systematic tactics that have escalated over time. Physical and mental harm has been utilized by Russian State forces and occupational authorities to explicitly expunge expressions of Ukrainian identity during what perpetrators call “denazification sessions.” Consistent patterns of grievous physical and psychological harm inflicted by Russian forces and authorities against Ukrainian men, women, and children has been documented in geographically diverse areas of Ukraine and in Russia. These tactics include extensive, industrialized torture, including in camps and detention centers created and funded by the Russian State for this purpose. Forms of torture that have been well documented within Russia for nearly twenty years are being systematically exported to Ukraine to target Ukrainians on the basis of their group identity. Widespread rape with extreme brutality and other forms of conflict-related sexual violence by Russian forces has been documented in all territories that Russia has controlled, occurring against Ukrainians across gender and vast age differences, from small children to the elderly. Intensive mining — including in private homes, food facilities, and on corpses — has also been implemented by Russian forces across Ukraine, with demonstrated intent to worsen Ukrainians’ mental and physical health. Russia’s regular nuclear threats — there have been at least 34 since February 2022 — also inflict acute mental harm for Ukrainians, many of whom are survivors of Chernobyl, called the “world’s worst-ever civil nuclear incident” by the World Health Organization. Millions of Ukrainians continue to experience physical and psychological harm from Chernobyl, exacerbated by the 1980s Kremlin’s negligence and cover-up. Nuclear threats from the present-day Kremlin against the affected Ukrainian nation inflict particular mental harm in this context, with Russia’s knowledge of this being a reasonable inference. Together, these and other acts illustrate a widespread, systematic pattern of inhuman treatment intended to cause bodily and mental harm to the Ukrainian national group by Russian State actors.

Russian State forces and occupational authorities have embarked upon a systematic, willful, and escalating campaign to cause severe physical and psychological harm to Ukrainians, which constitutes a prohibited act under Article II (b) of the Genocide Convention when committed with specific intent. Documented cases of widespread and systematic torture, unlawful detentions, rape, and sexual violence, enforced disappearances, and unlawful transfers of the protected group in all areas of Russian control constitute acts of serious bodily and mental harm within the meaning of this prohibited act.127

Russian forces have beaten, raped, injured, and tortured Ukrainian men, women, and children in diverse areas of their control, with a widespread, systematic pattern of inhuman treatment and torture found in the Kyiv, Chernihiv, Sumy, Kharkiv, Donetsk, Zaporizhzhia, and Kherson regions, in other areas of Ukraine, and in Russia. United Nations investigators have noted that varied but similar patterns of torture were used systematically across diverse regions of Ukraine as Russian State forces consolidated control, indicating a coordinated State policy against the protected group. In May 2023, the Office of the Ukrainian Prosecutor General stated that 88,500 war crime cases have been recorded, with additional lines of inquiry ongoing. The full number of cases will remain unknown as long as Russian State forces remain in physical control of Ukrainians living under occupation or taken to Russia. Indicating the substantial nature of Russia’s violent invasion, 37% of Ukrainians self-identified as having relatives or close contacts who have been killed or injured in the first thirteen months of Russia’s full-scale war against Ukraine.

Russian State forces and occupational authorities have used willful physical and mental harm explicitly as a method of expunging the Ukrainian national identity in an escalating pattern that indicates a widening scope of destruction against an increasing number of members. When Kherson was liberated by the Ukrainian armed forces in November 2022, more than 1,000 survivors of mass torture chambers submitted evidence, while 400 people remain missing. Male and female prisoners were subjected to waterboarding, electric shock torture, and physical beatings, as well as forced to memorize pro-Russian songs, poems, and slogans. Crucially, torture (and murder) victims included ordinary citizen dissenters, as well as persons with ties to the Ukrainian state and civil society, including teachers, civil servants, activists, and journalists. Some of the detained stated that they were taken prisoner simply due to the pro-Ukrainian content on their phone. Investigators from the Mobile Justice Team have stated that these mass torture chambers were directly financed by the Russian State and were run by Russian security services, Russian prison services, and local collaborators, in a “carefully
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thought-out and financed blueprint with a clear objective to eliminate Ukrainian national and cultural identity.” The U.N. Independent Inquiry also recorded survivor testimony from a Ukrainian survivor who was beaten for “not remembering the lyrics of the anthem of the Russian Federation” and as “punishment for speaking Ukrainian.” This targeting of representatives of Ukrainian culture and intellectual thought is consistent with reports that Russian intelligence maintains lists of Ukrainians to target government officials, journalists, activists, veterans, religious leaders, and lawyers. A November 2022 report by the Royal United Services Institute found that Russia’s lists are divided into those who should be liquidated and those who should be suppressed, with the second list to be compiled during door-to-door sweeps of occupied areas. These lists represent a planned effort to eliminate or entirely suppress a part of Ukrainian society necessary for its continued existence.

Detained torture victims often had their legs tied, arms tied or handcuffed, and eyes blindfolded or had hoods or bags placed over their heads. Other forms of torture included mock executions, burns via hot irons, and beatings severe enough to cause heart attacks. One survivor recounted being forced to lie in the blood of a murdered co-detainee for six hours and to clean up the execution site with bare hands, including handling the murder victim’s skull fragments and pieces of his brain. Survivors recounted severe beating sessions referred to by their captors as “denazification sessions,” with Russian authorities calling them “fascists,” “Nazis,” or “terrorists.” Torture sessions involved severe physical and mental harm, with victims recounting baton or rifle butt beatings, electric shock and taser torture, rape, and forced exposure to cold.

Referred to by perpetrators as a “call to Putin” or “call to Lenin,” one form of electrocution torture attached a military phone (“Tapik”) to an electricity cable clipped to fingers, feet, or men’s genitals. This form of torture and its name have been well documented in the Russian State penal system, appearing in the Russian media as early as 2004. In a 2006 case (Alexey
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Mikheyev v. the Russian Federation), the European Court of Human Rights recognized this form of torture as a violation of the European Convention on Human Rights and Basic Freedom and a violation in the lack of effective remedies. Thus, the Russian State has previously been held responsible for this form of torture, which has been documented within Russia for nearly twenty years. This form of torture is now being systematically exported to Ukraine as a means of expunging the core identity features of the Ukrainian national group, to target Ukrainians on the basis of their identity, and to cause serious bodily and mental harm.

Other torture techniques employed by Russian State forces against Ukrainians include hanging victims from the ceiling with bound hands (“parrot position”), waterboarding, shootings, suffocating with sealed gas masks or plastic bags, rape and sexual violence, forced nudity in front of others, and strangling with cables. Some torture sessions ended in executions, and other survivors faced additional mental harm from witnessing fellow detainees die following severe torture. One female survivor recounted fainting multiple times due to beating and being awoken by perpetrators to continue torturing her. U.N. Special Rapporteur Alice Jill Edwards has stated that the methods and the consistency of torture methods indicate “a level of coordination, planning and organization, as well as the direct authorization, deliberate policy or official tolerance from superior authorities.”

Of critical importance to questions of genocide, multiple verified reports portray escalating modes of fatal or near-fatal torture against a widening circle of the Ukrainian national group over the course of Russia’s full-scale invasion. The Danish NGO Dignity has traced how Russian State forces initially seized control of 100 police stations, 11 jails, and dozens of psychiatric hospitals across Ukraine. They recount inmate testimony of Russian expectations to conquer the entire Ukrainian nation within hours, and when this did not occur due to resistance by the vast majority of Ukrainians, food and medicine supplies ran low. After a series of military setbacks in the Kyiv region and the failure to control Ukraine by eradicating key influential
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figures, additional Russians arrived by late April and May to occupied Ukrainian territories, escalating the violence in these institutions and widening the circle of Ukrainians targeted. Russian forces directly killed, detained, and tortured Ukrainians, with “the primary targets [being] Ukrainian civil servants, including teachers and community leaders, former and retired Ukrainian soldiers or policemen, and ordinary civilians, including children, known for patriotic sentiments.”

Both veterans and ordinary civilians in Ukrainian regions occupied by Russian State forces report concerted, painful efforts to conceal their Ukrainian national identity, for example, cutting out patches of skin with revealing tattoos or dissolving their skin with acid. These tattoos did not just include military connotations but also simple expressions of Ukrainian national identity, including wheat sheaves or a map of Ukraine with the inscription “home.”

These citizens in occupied Ukraine reported their fears of death, rape, detention, and other mistreatment without concealing this signifier of their Ukrainian identity.

Numerous instances of sexual and gender-based violence committed by Russian State authorities have been documented in all the territories that Russia has controlled, including the Kyiv, Chernihiv, Kherson, Kharkiv, Donetsk, and Luhansk regions, in other areas of Ukraine, and in Russia. Documented cases involve women, men, and children age 4 to 82 years old across nine regions of Ukraine and in Russia. This violence has often occurred against the unlawfully detained and during house-to-house searches. The United Nations Independent Inquiry has noted that rapes occurred at gunpoint, with “extreme brutality and acts of torture.” Adding to mental harm, rape victims have received threats that their families would be killed. Russian forces have engaged in a variety of threats directed at increasing mental harm, including threats to rape “every Nazi whore.”

---
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territory strongly indicates a widespread, systematic nature, including forced nudity; gang rape; rape in detention centers, homes, and shelters; and rape of parents in front of children or vice versa. In one example of the multiple violations of prohibited acts, a Ukrainian detainee testified of being forced to listen to one female Ukrainian soldier being raped for three consecutive days, after which she was dragged away and never seen again. These crimes have implications for other prohibited acts under the Genocide Convention, including Article II (c) and (d), as well as Article II (a) when the victim was killed. The role of rape and sexual violence as a measure to prevent births within the targeted group is discussed later in this report.

Forced nudity has also been used against Ukrainians by Russian State forces, as documented at checkpoints, filtration centers, and detention points. In the Kyiv, Donetsk, and Kharkiv regions, as well as in Russia, victims were forced to undress for prolonged periods, a form of sexual violence. In one case, a priest was fully undressed by Russian forces, beaten, and ordered to parade in his naked condition for an hour down the streets of his village. At the Olenivka penal colony in the Donetsk region and in Russian detention centers, cases of forced nudity for hours, in circumstances of extreme humiliation, were documented. Known victims have included men, women, and youths, including a 17-year-old boy. A pattern of evidence has been established by the U.N. Independent Inquiry that “sexual violence amounting to torture, and the threat of such, have been important aspects of the torture exercised by Russian authorities, with methods including rape, electric shocks on genitals, traction on the penis using a rope, and emasculation.”

Other patterns of humiliation, degrading treatment, and denial of basic necessities are present in the testimonies of survivors from all areas that Russia has controlled in Ukraine, as well as those forcibly deported by Russian State forces. In Kherson, one survivor of Russian occupation stated that Russian forces constructed blockades and willfully blocked production at a poultry farm, denying citizens basic necessities to force them to accept Russian aid. Ukrainian citizens in this area pooled resources and planted primitive gardens in their apartment courtyards, opting to
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live without water, electricity, medical care, and communication before subjecting to the mental
degradation that occupied Russian aid. 170

In keeping with Russian forces’ methodical pattern of willfully inflicting mental and physical
harm, the Ukrainian government has stated that these retreating forces systematically leave
behind mines and booby traps banned by international law in private homes, in food facilities,
and on corpses. 171 In April 2022, the New York Times reported that a man was killed by a booby
trap after opening the hood of an abandoned car. 172 In a small village in Kyiv oblast, Ukraine’s
emergency services reported finding 1,500 explosives in a single day. 173 As Ukrainian soldiers
worked to secure and clear Bucha last spring, they used cables to move corpses out of concern
that they would explode. 174 Ukrainian Prime Minister Denys Shmyhal stated in a December
interview that nearly 40% of Ukrainian territory was mined, calling the country “currently the
largest minefield in the world.” 175 Due to the scale of Russian mining and unexploded
ordinance, Ukrainian emergency services have estimated that at least a decade will be required to
de-mine the country. 176 Economic impacts abound, particularly affecting agriculture — a major
industry of Ukraine — as do long-term health impacts, linking this strategy of Russian State
violence to other prohibited acts, including Article II (c). 177 Even simple mines, such as
grenades rigged with tripwires and duct tape, have killed Ukrainian civilians without serving any
military or strategic purpose, indicating a goal of the physical destruction and harming of
civilians. 178 Human Rights Watch experts have described this as a mindset of “Let’s kill civilians
with booby traps. It’s salting the earth; it’s targeting people.”

Beyond the obvious physical effects, which have included death and maiming, research indicates
living in landmine-contaminated territory brings known forms of mental harm, including
posttraumatic stress disorder, 179 and is associated with long-term educational impacts for
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children. Human Rights Watch experts have described Russian State motives, saying, “That’s the psychology you’re looking at: to continue the punishment. It’s saying, ‘You’re going to remember us.’”

Human Rights Watch has also noted that Russian State forces have employed at least seven types of antipersonnel mines in at least four Ukrainian regions (Kyiv, Kharkiv, Donetsk, and Sumy), calling this “an unusual situation in which a country that is not party to the 1997 Mine Ban Treaty uses the weapon on the territory of a party to the treaty.”

By April 2023, fourteen months of Russia’s full-scale war against Ukraine resulted in 10,000 Ukrainians who have undergone amputations, while many other Ukrainians have warfare-related blindness, deafness, severe burns, and other lifelong injuries. Many of these injuries are severe enough or occurred in contexts extreme enough that they indicate additional failed attempts by Russian State forces to physically destroy members of the Ukrainian national group.

The use of physical and mental abuse, including to destroy the Ukrainian identity, by Russian forces does not spare Ukrainian children. One rescued teenager who was forcibly transferred to Russia stated that he and his fellow Ukrainian children were kept in inhuman conditions, that a statue was erected with the inscription “Putin is the king,” and that children who refused to sing the Russian national anthem daily were deprived of food, phone access, and the opportunity to shower for four days. Special beatings with an iron stick were reserved for children who expressed pro-Ukrainian sentiment or who denied the superiority of Russian identity. On the one-year anniversary of Russia’s full-scale invasion of Ukraine, in February 2023, Russian State officials brought children and teenagers onto the stage of their patriotic pep rally in Moscow’s Luzhniki Stadium. Ukrainian neighbors confirmed the identities of several children from Mariupol, including 15-year-old Anna Naumenko and a Russian man identified as a soldier nicknamed “Yuri Gagarin.” At the coaxing of the announcers, she recited, “Thank you, Uncle Yura, for saving me, my sister, and hundreds of thousands of children in Mariupol.” Neighbors stated that Anna’s mother, Olga Naumenko, was killed by shrapnel in the war, and that Anna also had a brother, Danya, who was not mentioned in her Moscow remarks and whose whereabouts are unknown.

Other Russian State threats have particular contextual salience in Ukraine, given that Ukraine experienced the 1986 Chernobyl nuclear disaster, called the “world’s worst-ever civil nuclear disaster.”

---

incident” by the World Health Organization. Our analysis has noted 12 instances of direct nuclear threats by the Russian State (i.e., saying that a nuclear attack is likely, is inevitable, or proposing an attack) and 22 instances of indirect nuclear threats (i.e., suggesting that Russia might use nuclear weapons) over the first 14 months of Russia’s full-scale invasion, including during Russia’s illegal “annexation” of Ukrainian territories. Dmitry Muratov, the editor-in-chief of independent Russian media Novaya Gazeta, further stated in June 2023 that Russian State media made two hundred references to nuclear weapons in a span of two weeks. Russia’s continued occupation of the Zaporizhzhia Nuclear Power Plant, the largest nuclear power plant in Europe, adds additional immediacy to these threats.

Today, a significant percentage of Ukrainians experiencing current nuclear threats are Chernobyl survivors. The World Health Organization (WHO) has reported on a variety of continuing health effects from the Chernobyl disaster that directly impact Ukrainians, including 9,000 excess cancer deaths; the social stigmas associated with the relocation of 346,000 persons from contaminated areas; continuing mental health effects; and 5 million people still living in contaminated areas. With the Kremlin’s negligence and cover-up as major aspects of the 1986 disaster, threats from the present-day Kremlin against the affected Ukrainian nation inflict particular mental harm in this context. Russia’s knowledge of this acute harm is a reasonable inference and part of the larger pattern of threats that they can repeat crimes against Ukrainians with impunity.

Finally, an additional measure of the widespread, nationwide mental harm inflicted by the Russian State on Ukrainians includes emerging psychological health data. In February 2023, WHO estimated that at least 10 million Ukrainians may be suffering from anxiety, depression, and other mental health conditions, with nearly 4 million cases deemed severe or moderate, due to Russia’s war against Ukraine. WHO officials have also stated these numbers are likely significantly larger, and that these diagnoses do not include the large numbers of Ukrainians who face daily stresses and distresses without meeting the criteria for a diagnosis. UNICEF has also estimated that 1.5 million Ukrainian children are at the risk of anxiety, depression,
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posttraumatic stress disorder, and other conditions. Ukraine’s Ministry of Health published an October 2022 survey in which more than 70% of respondents self-identified as very stressed or nervous. Like sexual and gender-based violence, mental health issues are also frequently underreported. Yet these statistics indicate that intensive mental harm inflicted on Ukrainians will have long-term mental and physical effects, including suicides and compounding health challenges. Russia’s nationwide, regular bombing campaigns across Ukraine have added to this willfully inflicted physical and mental toll. Every region of Ukraine has experienced airstrike warnings. Frontline areas like Donetsk and Kharkiv have spent over 1,000 hours on alert with bracingly loud air sirens by the one-year anniversary of Russia’s full-scale invasion in February 2023. A Kharkiv inhabitant who responded to each air raid since March 15, 2022, over the first year of Russia’s full-scale invasion would have spent at least 59 consecutive days in a bomb shelter, while Kyiv residents would have spent 24 full days under these intense auditory conditions in austere bomb shelters.

Article II (c): Deliberately Inflicting on the Group Conditions of Life Calculated to Bring about Its Physical Destruction in Whole or in Part

Summary: Russian State forces have deliberately inflicted conditions of life calculated to bring about Ukrainians’ physical destruction. This campaign has been carried out in a systematic, coordinated manner that has consistently escalated over the past year. Russia has increased its unrelenting attacks on Ukrainian cities, including the wholesale destruction of numerous cities, and the systematic expulsion of millions of Ukrainians from their homes. Highly coordinated efforts by Russian State forces have forcibly deported Ukrainians into Russia in a systematic “filtration” process designed to erase or eradicate Ukrainian expressions of identity. The Russian military has been documented as bombing cities’ sources of electricity, water, gas, and communications in close succession and with tactics that targeted Ukrainian identity and cultural heritage. One significant escalation has been mass missile strikes targeting critical civilian infrastructure across Ukraine, timed for Ukraine’s harsh winter — the most vulnerable season for the physical survival of Ukrainians. These strikes were understood at the time by humanitarian and human rights organizations to pose a significant threat to the physical survival of millions of Ukrainians, yet Russia consistently, systematically escalated its campaign for months and Russia State actors cheered these brutal tactics. Russia’s unrelenting attacks have directly targeted vital civilian infrastructure necessary for the full physical survival of the Ukrainian national group — including water supplies, gas and heating systems.
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and power plants — with numerous health consequences. These coordinated attacks also indicate that Russia attempted to impose these life-threatening conditions on Ukrainians across the country and far away from the war’s front lines, targeting increasing numbers of Ukrainians. Reconstruction costs needed for the physical recovery of the Ukrainian people are estimated to require hundreds of billions of dollars, as 1,004 attacks on the health care system alone have been recorded. In one clear indication of the physical toll of Russia’s full-scale invasion on Ukrainians, premature births have doubled due to excessive stress and rapidly declining standards of living in eastern parts of the country.

Article II (c) of the Genocide Convention refers to willful methods of destruction that may not be necessarily intended to immediately kill members of the protected group but that will ultimately result in their physical destruction. Previous interpretations of the term “conditions of life” have included the denial of food, medical services, and other basic necessities, as well as the systematic expulsion of the targeted group from their homes.²⁰⁰

While relentlessly bombarding Ukrainians from within and without, Russian forces have simultaneously and deliberately imposed brutal sieges on cities, amounting to systematic acts under Article II (c) of the Genocide Convention (which constitute genocide when committed with specific intent).²⁰¹ Military sieges of cities across Ukraine have constituted one such violation. The coordinated actions by the Russian military to deprive Ukrainian residents of basic necessities and trap them under these life-threatening conditions demonstrate that the sieges are calculated to bring about their physical destruction.²⁰² The speed and consistency of destruction across vastly different terrain indicates willful State policy decisions to inflict these conditions. According to UNICEF, by April 15, 2022, 1.4 million people in war-affected eastern Ukraine were without access to safe water and an additional 4.6 million people were without adequate access to water.

In besieging cities, Russian forces have followed a similar pattern of striking water, power, and communication sources early on, and further targeting medical facilities, grain warehouses,²⁰³ and aid distribution centers, demonstrating a military strategy and policy of deliberately inflicting fatal conditions on Ukrainian inhabitants.²⁰⁴ In Bucha, on March 4, 2022, within a week of arriving, Russian forces struck the water tower and gas plant, cutting off residents from

²⁰⁴ Truth Hounds-IPHR Apr. 6-20 Report, at 10.
water, gas, and heating. Similarly, by late March 2022, within a week of Russian forces laying siege to Chernihiv, a city with a prewar population of about 300,000, most of the city lost nearly all access to water, electricity, heating, and phone communications. Forensic pathologists estimate that approximately 700 people died under the 39-day siege of Chernihiv, including some with signs of torture, though the death toll continues to rise. When Russian forces began attacking Izium, which had a prewar population of about 45,000, the entire city quickly became entirely dependent on personal food and humanitarian aid, which only reached some civilians, mainly in large bomb shelters. Likewise, early on in its siege of Mariupol, the port city with a prewar population of about 450,000, around March 2, 2022, the Russian military bombed the city’s sources of electricity, water, gas, and communications in close succession. By July 2022, approximately 14.6% of Ukraine’s estimated crop storage capacity had been damaged by Russia’s full-scale invasion.

Consistent with the escalated, systematic pattern of destruction against increasingly large numbers of Ukrainians, Russia’s willful efforts to inflict conditions of life calculated to bring about Ukrainians’ physical destruction intensified last fall. While increasingly stymied in their military sieges against Ukrainian towns and cities by the late summer of 2022, a concerted Russian effort to destroy Ukraine’s most vital civilian infrastructure occurred, timed for winter conditions in which the most dangerous risks to health and survival were present. Russia’s unrelenting attacks have directly targeted vital civilian infrastructure necessary for the full physical survival of the Ukrainian national group — including water supplies, natural gas and heating systems, and power plants — in a coordinated campaign to strike prohibited targets far away from fighting.

Russia’s mass missile strikes across the entire territory of Ukraine escalated in September 2022 — notably during winter, the most vulnerable time for targeted Ukrainians. Ukrainian winters are cold and snowy, with temperature averages well below freezing. The nation’s average daily temperatures from December to March vary from -4.8 Celsius (23 degrees Fahrenheit) to 2 Celsius (36 degrees Fahrenheit). Ukrainians referred to this painfully cold winter as Kholodomor (“death by cold”), evoking the name of the Holodomor (“death by hunger”), a
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1930s artificially induced famine under Joseph Stalin that killed at least 4 million Ukrainians in under two years.\textsuperscript{213}

Russia’s mass attacks left millions without reliably daily power, reduced medical services, deepened poverty and its health consequences in Ukraine’s IT services-focused economy, and worsened the health of the acutely vulnerable (i.e., the elderly, newborns, and those with preexisting health concerns).\textsuperscript{214} On one day in mid-November, 7 million Ukrainians were left without electricity, affecting food storage, heat, medical care, and sewage (complicating other public health concerns).\textsuperscript{215} In a December 2022 assessment, 25% of Ukrainians reported that they did not have access to adequate heating, compounded by war-caused homelessness and shelter damage (with 60% of Ukrainians reporting their homes required war-related repairs in the same report).\textsuperscript{216} Representing more than half of Ukraine’s population in total, 17.7 million Ukrainians were assessed to require humanitarian aid to survive the winter.\textsuperscript{217} The International Rescue Committee’s Ukraine director summarized these findings at the start of Ukraine’s heavy winter season, stating, “With no power source, and with damage to their shelter, surviving the winter will be incredibly difficult for a large number of people.”\textsuperscript{218} As Russia’s nationwide missile strikes increased in September 2022, the World Health Organization named this an “escalation of the humanitarian crisis” in October 2022, warning that the physical effects of civilian infrastructure targeting would increase strokes and heart attacks, pneumonia, hypothermia, and frostbite.

Russian State reactions indicate knowledge and intent to impose conditions calculated to bring about the physical destruction of the Ukrainian people. On October 19, 2022, Russian State Duma Deputy Andrey Gurulyov approvingly characterized the conditions created by the missile strikes as making it “impossible to survive. There is no heating, no water, no sewer, and no lights. You can’t cook food, no place to store food, there is no way to transport the food … All of this is quite effective. I suppose this should be continued. This will produce a very good effect.”\textsuperscript{219} Konstantin Dolgov, a senator in the Federation Council (the parliament’s upper
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house) and a former Russian commissioner for human rights, echoed in the same panel that he “totally supports” Gurulyov’s position.220

In addition, the systematic expulsion of Ukrainians from their homes — and the ensuing demographic consequences — fit well with this category, having been noted as a marker of genocide in other cases, including the U.N. Independent Inquiry on the targeting of the Yazidi protected group by ISIS.221 More than 8.2 million fleeing Ukrainian refugees were documented within Europe, and another 8 million Ukrainians were estimated by the United Nations to be internally displaced by late May 2022.222 Approximately 25% of Ukraine’s total population were driven from their homes.223 During the month of March 2022, the United Nations assessed that nearly one Ukrainian child per second was made a refugee by Russia’s full-scale invasion, with a total of 2 million children becoming refugees by the end of the month.224 With significant demographic ramifications for the physical future of the Ukrainian national group, 50% of refugees were children, and 90% constituted women and children.225 Russia’s systematic efforts to drive the Ukrainian national group from their homes and their national borders constituted the largest refugee crisis recorded in Europe since World War II, marking the highest refugee flight rate internationally in the early months of Russia’s systematic destruction.226

Russia’s widespread, large-scale, and systematic destruction of Ukrainian cities, towns, and villages has exacerbated these population displacements. The list of eastern Ukrainian cities and towns whose officials have announced that they have been entirely destroyed includes Mariupol (Donetsk oblast), Bakhmut (Donetsk oblast), Marinka (Donetsk oblast), Volnovakha (Donetsk oblast), Lyman (Donetsk oblast), Rubizhne (Luhansk oblast), Popasna (Luhansk oblast), Sievierodonetsk (Luhansk oblast), Bilhorod-dnistrovskyi (Luhansk oblast), Hirske (Luhansk oblast), Zolote (Luhansk oblast), Kreminna (Luhansk oblast), and Lysychansk (Luhansk oblast).227
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In Mariupol, one of the largest Ukrainian cities to be razed, a pattern of devastation to destroy and erase the Ukrainian national identity echoes similar systematic, coordinated patterns found in other areas of Russian control. Though Mariupol is under Russian control and therefore remains blocked to ground investigations, satellite image analyses have uncovered the rapid and massive expansion of cemeteries and mass graves in the area starting in March. Descending into one of the twenty-first century’s most graphic war zones, a total humanitarian crisis gripped the city, and the charred remains of its landscape were almost unrecognizable. Bodies were dumped into a narrow trench, including children, with widespread disease and sanitation issues rampant.

Eyewitness journalists’ accounts described the city on March 16, 2022, less than one month into Russia’s full-scale invasion: “The surrounding roads are mined, and the ports blocked. Food is running out, and the Russians have stopped humanitarian attempts to bring it in. Electricity is mostly gone, and water is sparse, with residents melting snow to drink. Some parents have even left their newborns at the hospital, perhaps hoping to give them a chance at life in the one place with decent electricity and water.”

Yet in the midst of the humanitarian crisis Russian forces caused, occupation authorities prioritized miniscule changes to Ukrainian language road signs instead of water, food, shelter, electricity, medicine, or other basic necessities for the population they ostensibly claimed to liberate.

Across Ukraine, Russian forces are documented as conducting mass targeting of Ukrainian heritage sites with no military significance, including concert halls, theaters, libraries, repositories of Ukrainian literature, archives of Ukrainian history, museums, and religious centers, with special targeting of the Ukrainian Orthodox Church (OCU) noted by international
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experts. In Mariupol, Russian State forces demolished a simple granite monument to the 1932-1933 Ukrainian Holodomor famine, insisting on historically inaccurate claims that Ukrainians had not suffered as badly as others in the Soviet Union. Russian forces also exacerbated the city’s crisis by targeting its health care infrastructure.

By May 25, 2022 — two months into Russia’s full-scale invasion — WHO documented 248 attacks against Ukraine’s health care system. By May 2023, 1,004 attacks on hospitals, medical infrastructure, and health care workers had been recorded in one year by WHO. An investigation by human rights groups highlighted the systematic, repeated nature of this targeting, stating that across 10 regions in Ukraine, 48 hospitals were hit multiple times, suggesting a pattern of being deliberately targeted. Another investigation similarly “concluded that Russia-aligned forces have engaged in widespread and systematic bombardment of Ukrainian healthcare facilities.” Many of the targeted hospitals had the internationally recognized symbols of their status clearly visible from above. Seriously damaged in April 2022, Bashtanka Multiprofile Hospital bore a red cross on a white background on its roof. The hospital director also stated that drones repeatedly flew over the hospital, saying, “they saw very well, they knew this was a medical institution. We hoped this would somehow save us. But it turns out nothing is sacred in this war.”

Notably, on March 9, 2022, Russian forces bombed the clearly identifiable and operational Mariupol Maternity House and Children’s Hospital. Similarly, after one postliberation
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bombed of Kherson by Russian forces, four charred baby cribs were all that remained in a maternity ward’s bomb shelter.243 Attacks on the health care infrastructure, particularly perinatal centers and maternity hospitals, as well as other impacts from Russia’s full-scale invasion, has severely and negatively impacted Ukraine’s already declining birth rate.244 Ukraine has also seen a more than doubling of premature births due to excessive stress and rapidly declining standards for people living in eastern parts of the country that will further endanger infant survivability rates.245

Russian forces’ consistent attacks against hospitals and the health care infrastructure are particularly probative of genocidal intent. These attacks constitute three of the five genocidal acts under the Genocide Convention’s Articles II (a)-(c) in killing or causing serious harm to civilians inside or affected, and exacerbating already-imposed life-threatening conditions. The attacks on the health care infrastructure in Mariupol provide a stark pattern. As noted above, on March 9, 2022, Russian forces bombed the clearly identifiable and operational Mariupol Maternity House and Children’s Hospital.246 By March 26, at a very early stage of the siege, out of the six hospitals, two were already destroyed and three were damaged, while the remaining facilities operated with limited staff and without heating, adequate supplies, electricity, or water.247

The Russian military has also damaged or destroyed over 2,400 schools across Ukraine.248 When the September 2023 school year began, Ukrainian government data estimated that less than 25% of schools across the country were able to hold full-time, in-person instruction.249 In addition to causing mental harm, this lack of schooling disrupts the socialization and cultural transmission processes that undergird the reproduction of the Ukrainian national group.

It is assessed with high confidence that the list of destroyed Ukrainian cities is incomplete and likely to grow, as other international and Ukrainian reporting lists additional locations as

demolished or severely damaged.\textsuperscript{250} Cities — including major population centers — with extreme damage are found in many additional Ukrainian regions. In devasted Chernihiv, residents struggled to cope with the severe violence and destruction unleashed by Russian State forces in their town, lamenting, “We don’t know what we did to deserve this.”\textsuperscript{251} The city of Kherson (prewar population, 290,000) and other towns on Kherson oblast’s right bank were liberated by Ukrainian armed forces in the fall of 2022. Russian forces responded to their retreat by systematically targeting the newly free and jubilant city with shelling and missile attacks, resulting in immense nearly daily destruction and civilian deaths.\textsuperscript{252} “Death is everywhere,” one resident reflected.\textsuperscript{253}

In Kharkiv oblast, twenty kilometers from Russia’s internationally recognized border, the northern suburb of Saltivka exemplifies the systematic destruction and conditions calculated to further destroy the Ukrainian national group. Prior to Russia’s full-scale invasion of Ukraine, approximately 20,000 citizens lived in Saltivka. Only 2,000 to 3,000 residents remain, with buildings collapsed and scarred by Russian military targeting, windows blown out in this city with harsh winter conditions, and with civilian infrastructure heavily damaged. One resident fled with her sister to neighboring Kharkiv after her husband was shot at a gas station while getting fuel, telling a reporter: “Life used to be beautiful here. To be honest, I cannot look at this without tears. I have no words. They destroyed everything. They left us without our loved ones, without our parents, without husbands, without sons, without our previous life, without jobs, without anything.”\textsuperscript{254}

Physical destruction on this scale has resulted in multiple prohibited acts under the Genocide Convention — including Article II (a), (b), and (c) — resulting in direct killing and deaths by omission, by severe physical and mental harm, and by imposing conditions of life calculated to bring about the physical destruction of the Ukrainian people, related to both severe property and infrastructure damage as well as explicit targeting of Ukraine’s health, maternity, and perinatal health facilities. The massive, systemic targeting of Ukraine’s health infrastructure has resulted in those injured by warfare dying unnecessarily, in those with serious conditions like cancer succumbing without treatment possibilities, and in increased premature births, maternal mortality rates, and newborn health complications.

Efforts to control the movement of the Ukrainian population have been reported since the earliest days of Russia’s full-scale invasion.\textsuperscript{255} Forcible deportations through abusive “filtration camp”
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processes are well documented, with estimates that at least 2 million Ukrainians have been deported to Russia. Human Rights Watch has termed these violations on their own as war crimes and potential crimes against humanity, stating that the violent conditions Russia has inflicted on Ukraine make these nonvoluntary, forcible transfers. The filtration process has also been verified as “compulsory, punitive, and abusive,” designed to weed out those who are “irredeemably” Ukrainian. A Ukrainian who managed to flee Mariupol told the New York Times that when she asked a Russian soldier at a checkpoint to direct her to Ukraine, he replied, “we will exterminate everyone there, go to Russia.” Other Russian captors have told Ukrainians that they must be “denazified.” One Ukrainian woman from Mariupol who experienced the filtration and deportation process stated, “They [Russian State forces] simply want to get rid of Ukraine and its people.”

In addition to separating the Ukrainians from their country and place of identity, other experts have stated that these filtration sites pose additional health risks for Ukrainians. Experts from the Yale School of Public Health concluded in their report on the Russian State’s filtration camps that “incommunicado detention of civilians is more than a violation of international humanitarian law — it represents a threat to the public health of those currently in the custody of Russia and its proxies. The conditions of confinement documented … allegedly include insufficient sanitation, shortages of food and water, cramped conditions, and reported acts consistent with torture.” These degrading forms of mental and/or physical harm are occurring in the context of multiple centuries of formalized Russification governmental policies dating back to the Russian Empire, whereby non-Russians surrendered their culture and language (voluntarily or involuntarily) for Russian language and culture. Forcible, often violent Russification has served as a key distinguishing feature of Russia’s full-scale invasion of Ukraine and may serve as a motive for the acts of physical and biological destruction that are occurring against Ukrainians.

Reconstruction costs will continue to grow, challenging the physical recovery of Ukrainians. In October 2022, Ukrainian Prime Minister Denys Shmyhal said that Ukrainian governmental
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estimates for reconstruction stood at $750 billion. In March 2023, the United Nations Development Programme’s second rapid assessment stated that $411 billion is now needed for recovery, that an additional 7.1 million Ukrainians have been pushed into poverty, and that 15 years of Ukraine’s development progress have been reversed. The United Nations noted that extensive infrastructure damage has disrupted basic necessities like electricity and water, while leaving millions of Ukrainians homeless. Russia’s widespread destruction is also resulting in the long-term environmental contamination of land, water, and the inhabited environment, which will usher in long-term health consequences and shortened life spans for members of the protected group, especially those affected by the Nova Kakhovka environmental disaster. Some environmental consequences, such as the release of asbestos and other particulate matter, have resulted in the deaths of members of the protected group, including one infant who succumbed to environment-induced respiratory illness after prolonged periods in a Kharkiv bomb shelter, even after his family relocated to western Ukraine. Even more explicitly, as discussed above, Russian State forces have deliberately mined Ukraine’s landscapes, with a pattern that suggests further willful targeting of civilian lives and health.

**Article II (d): Imposing Measures Intended to Prevent Births Within the Groups**

**Summary:** Numerous instances of sexual and gender-based violence committed by Russian forces and authorities in all areas of Russian control have been well documented (and are discussed in other sections of this report). Similarities of testimonies regarding the overlap of sexual violence and the targeting of group identity have also been recorded. Rape and conflict-related sexual violence has been flagged in other genocide assessments as fulfilling criteria of preventing births, affecting women and girls’ desires to marry, have children, or contemplate future relationships. Castration of male Ukrainians in Russian custody has been documented, and emerging reporting may indicate that this practice is widespread and systematic.

This report has previously covered numerous instances of sexual and gender-based violence committed by Russian State authorities in all the Ukrainian territories they have controlled, given overlap in this form of violence with additional prohibited acts in the Genocide Convention’s Article II (b) and (c), as well as Article II (a) when the victim is killed. Large-scale rape and sexual violence of a degree that indicates systematic policy also indicates Article II (d) violations. In this respect, in concluding that ISIS imposed birth prevention measures on the Yazidi community through rape, the Commission of Inquiry on the Syrian Arab Republic cited
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the testimony of a trauma psychology expert who treated hundreds of Yazidi women and girls after being held by ISIS, to the effect that the women and girls “did not want to marry, or to contemplate relationships with men now or in the future.”

Since the May 2022 report, evidence indicating the systematic nature of Russian State forces’ widespread rape and sexual violence has increased. Ukrainian officials have noted that once Russian ground troops enter an area, “rapes start on the second or third day” in nine regions of Ukraine that have been controlled by Russian forces and in Russia. Witnesses have reported Russian commanders ordering or suggesting rape. In reviewing more than 30 cases of sexual violence, Mobile Justice Team experts noted acquiescence by commanders. Ukrainian intelligence intercepted a phone call by a Russian soldier admitting to “raping, cutting, and shooting” civilians when Russia left the Ukrainian city of Lyman. The U.N. special representative on sexual violence has said that rape is a Russian military strategy, noting that women have testified that Russian soldiers are equipped with Viagra. Russian soldiers have been found carrying packs of condoms, and Ukrainian civilians have reported being required to provide condoms to Russian soldiers at checkpoints. No discernible reaction by the Russian State to these internationally publicized actions of Russian forces has been detected.

Women who have been held in detention by Russian soldiers have reported torture and rape, including at gunpoint. Another woman reported being raped, tortured, and beaten for 10 days during the occupation of Izum. When she was initially detained, the Russian soldiers told her, “we’ll beat the Ukrainian out of you.” This follows a pattern from an incident in which Russian soldiers told the women and girls held in a basement for 25 days that “they would rape
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them to the point where they wouldn’t want sexual contact with any man, to prevent them from having Ukrainian children.”281 Further, news articles have also cited unnamed doctors at a hospital in Poltava reporting their female patients had their vaginas injected with window sealant during rape for the purpose of making them sterile.282

The magnitude of sexual violence from this war will only emerge over time, though will likely never fully come to light. There is a wide range of reasons why survivors are unwilling to report rape, even to their families, which include stigma, self-blame, extreme trauma, shame, safety concerns, and a lack of services and options for justice.283 Survivors of sexual violence in conflict can face exclusion from their communities, rejection from their families, or be deemed unfit for marriage, particularly in more patriarchal societies.284

Emerging reports may also indicate widespread, systematic castration of Ukrainian military men who have been captured during combat. A Ukrainian psychologist who works with Ukrainian soldiers who have been castrated reported that she believes this practice is widespread,285 an observation confirmed by another international journalist citing an unnamed Ukrainian government source.286 Indicating possible signs of a systematic practice, the psychologist stated that her patients “told [her] that Russians performed the castration procedures very skillfully, as if they knew how to do it. And I’ve heard about a lot of cases from colleagues treating others.”287 Of particular importance, her patients told her, “The Russians told them, ‘We are doing this so you can’t have kids.’”288

**Article II (e): Forcibly Transferring Children of the Group to Another Group**

**Summary:** The large-scale transfer of Ukrainian children to Russia or Russian-controlled territory can amount to forcibly transferring children of the group to another group,” under Article II (e) of the Genocide Convention. The forcible transfer of Ukrainian children by Russian State forces and authorities has escalated significantly over the course of Russia’s full-scale invasion. Exact numbers of children forcibly transferred are unknown, but at present 19,393 children’s identities have been verified by Ukrainian officials. The scale of
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children being deported requires extensive governmental coordination and management. The deportation of children is also occurring regularly, further indicating systematic directives. Russian legislation has also been adapted to “legalize” these forcible transfers without the child’s or guardian’s permission. Given documented cultural stigmas surrounding adoption in Russia, these procedures appear designed to forcibly strip transferred children of their Ukrainian identity, citizenship, and sense of national group belonging. These formalized procedures also indicate intensive State involvement in this process at the highest levels, as well as many lower-level authorities who carry out the directives. Russian authorities have taken documented steps to conceal Ukrainian children’s identities or make it otherwise challenging for them to be returned home. Indicating premeditation, coordinated planning, and systematic directives, uniformed Russian State security officials have been caught on Ukrainian CCTV conducting raids on children’s homes and confiscating files to further track children down against the wishes of their community and guardians.

Within the first year of the full-scale invasion, Russian State media reported that over 5.3 million people have been relocated from Ukraine to Russia since February 24, including over 738,000 children.289 This number appears to be in line with numbers reported by government officials in December, when Russia’s Commissioner for Human Rights reported that over 700,000 children had been transferred to Russia.290 While Russia claims the evacuations are voluntary, Ukrainians are clearly largely forced to flee due to Russia’s invasion, and refugees and officials have further reported being transferred by force or the threat of force.291 According to the Ukrainian Parliament’s Commissioner for Human Rights, more than 150,000 children have been forcibly deported to Russia.292 Ukraine’s Presidential Commissioner for Children’s Rights has estimated that between 200,000 and 300,000 children have been taken.293 Within those estimates, 19,393 children’s identities have been verified by Ukrainian officials.294

The policies of forcible transfers of Ukrainian children began before the full-scale invasion, according to a Russian media source dated February 18, 2022.295 Credible reporting has identified four common pretexts for the Russian government to carry out the transfers: (1) for
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adoptions or foster care, (2) for stays in so-called recreation camps, (3) for alleged security reasons, and (4) for supposed medical care. These policies impact four categories of children — children deemed orphans by the Russian state, unaccompanied children (i.e., those who have been separated from their parents, either due to non-war-related family circumstances or due to the war), children under the care of Ukrainian state institutions, and children with clear guardianship.

Russia has implemented programs for the adoption of Ukrainian children from occupied territories since its initial aggression in Ukraine in 2014, most notably with the “Trains of Hope” program. Following Russia’s full-scale invasion on February 24, 2022, the Russian government moved quickly to accelerate the naturalization process for Ukrainian children, thereby more quickly facilitating their adoption within Russia. The law allows the heads of institutions to apply for Russian citizenship on behalf of the children without the child’s consent and without the consent of the child’s legal guardian.

Senior Russian State representatives have issued public statements regarding these changes to their citizenship laws. For example, Russia’s Presidential Commissioner for Children’s Rights, Maria Lvova-Belova, published a statement on Telegram openly declaring the chief benefit of the amended laws — “now that the children have become Russian citizens, temporary guardianship can become permanent.” The urgency with which the Russian government has moved to make Ukrainian children available for adoption has been complicated by the fact that adoption is heavily stigmatized in Russia. Officials have struggled to convince Russians to take in parentless children from Russia. In fact, Lvova-Belova insists that Ukrainian children are not subject to adoption but rather guardianship. Given that adoptions are stigmatized and rare in Russia, reasonable grounds exist to believe that the impetus for expediting the granting of citizenship to Ukrainian children is not to facilitate adoptions more quickly but rather to strip the children of their Ukrainian citizenship and identity.

Ukrainian children in Russian-occupied Ukrainian territories and in Russia are heavily targeted for “reeducation” policies and are pressured to express pro-Russian sentiment. The Russian
media openly boasts about mandatory schools policies in occupied Ukrainian territories that force Ukrainian children to write letters of gratitude to Russian soldiers, activities that have implications for other prohibited acts under the Genocide Convention, including causing serious mental harm prohibited in Article II (b).  

One mechanism by which Russia has forcibly transferred Ukrainian children operates through an extensive network of so-called “recreation” camps in occupied Ukrainian territories and across Russia. The Yale School of Public Health has verified 43 camps, of which 32 were identified as reeducation camps, noting that the true number is likely to be significantly higher. Each of the four categories of transferred children have been taken to these camps, although children with clear guardianship status are most targeted for reeducation. Parents in occupied areas are informed about free recreational camps by occupation authorities, Russian soldiers, and teachers, identified as areas where to allow their children a place of safety and health care. In many cases, parents are pressured in active war zones to send their children, despite expressing reluctance. Contact information for camp officials is withheld from parents; and in some instances, parents have been required to a sign power-of-attorney form.

While attending the camps, children are subject to the promotion of cultural, historical, societal, and patriotic messages or ideas that serve the political interests of Russia and that denigrate or deny Ukrainian identity. When the Ukrainian military liberated the Kharkiv region in September 2022, parents were informed that their children would not be returned home. Ukraine’s presidential advisor for children’s rights has stated that “there was never a single time when the Russians returned a group of children on their own,” although Ukrainian government, NGO, and private efforts to return children have continued since the start of the full-scale invasion.

Children who have returned from the camps report that they faced cruel conditions and were pressured to reject their Ukrainian identity. One boy was told by Russian State representatives that he would only be returned to his home in Izyum (in Kharkiv oblast) if Russian forces recaptured the city. Another boy was told he would not return home due to his “pro-Ukrainian views.” One girl said her group at a camp in occupied Crimea was told they “were not allowed to speak about Ukraine.” Another boy reported that his class was told, “Ukraine are
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terrorists, they kill people.” The same boy said camp officials burned a girl’s Ukrainian flag.317
A girl reported that the head of camp security, together with occupation police forces, told a girl
to cut a sweater that read “Glory to Ukraine.” When she refused, the head of security “cut it
himself with scissors.”318

Under the pretext of security, Russia has transferred Ukrainian children from orphanages and
homes for disabled children in occupied Ukrainian territories.319 In one instance, the Russian
security services (i.e., the FSB) were caught on CCTV footage searching for children in an
orphanage to transfer them away from a village near Kherson.320 Indicating premeditation,
coordinated planning, and systematic directives, the Russian security services confiscated all the
children’s files, computers, and the CCTV system to trace and pursue the children after local
residents hid them.321 The Ukrainian orphanage director stated that local residents hid the
children after “we saw Russian propagandists saying they need to take the orphans and give them
to military schools, indoctrinate them, and let them fight for Russia. It was the scariest thing, so
we started hiding children because we understood they would take them.” Another local resident
was not able to stop Russian State forces from taking fifteen Ukrainian orphans, age 3 to 5 years,
and stated that she was still “haunted” by this.322 Documented Ukrainian efforts to hide children,
including through falsified medical documents, indicate the forcible nature of Russian State
transfers of Ukrainian children against the wishes of guardians and local residents.323

III. The Duty to Prevent Genocide

States have a legal obligation to prevent genocide beyond their borders once they become aware
of the serious risk of genocide — a threshold that was found to have been exceeded in the May
2022 report and that remains today. The Genocide Convention imposes an obligation on States
“to employ all means reasonably available to them, so as to prevent genocide so far as
possible.”324 The ICJ has clarified that in determining whether a third State has met its
prevention obligation, a “due diligence” assessment is applied, looking at factors in which the
State’s “capacity to influence effectively the actions of persons likely to commit genocide, or
already committing genocide” (emphasis added) is of critical importance.325 States may influence
genocidal actors through geographic, historical, political, economic, military, and other links, and
which can be carried out unilaterally or bi/multilaterally in coordination with other States.
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Since Russia’s full-scale invasion began, many State Parties to the Genocide Convention have taken important actions to meet their prevention obligation, including steps ranging from travel bans to associated sanctions, support for the Ukrainian military, and a variety of types of humanitarian and defensive support for the Ukrainian people, including those displaced outside Ukraine.

States have also supported a number of justice and accountability measures, including supporting U.N.-mandated and multilateral investigation efforts, support for Ukraine’s domestic legal system, and through cooperation with and support for the International Criminal Court (ICC). While cooperation with the ICC fulfills States’ Article VI obligations,326 and support for any justice and accountability efforts more broadly is to be applauded, “[t]he obligation on each contracting State to prevent genocide is both normative and compelling. It is not merged in the duty to punish, nor can it be regarded as simply a component of that duty.”327

As the ICJ has emphasized, the obligation to prevent genocide does not end if a State determines that genocide has begun, but rather continues. Over the past year, increasing evidence indicates that Russia’s attempts to commit and incite genocide against Ukrainians have intensified, while its coordinated, systematic campaign to do so has evolved with new tactics targeting an increasingly wide number of Ukrainians far from the battlefield. This report sets out how these evolving genocidal tactics, accompanied by the chilling “We Can do it Again” refrain, recall some of the darkest periods in Ukraine’s history and threaten the renewed occurrence of past atrocities committed by Russia against Ukrainians. To fulfill their ongoing prevention obligations, Parties must match and respond to these new genocidal tactics aimed at the Ukrainian people. In doing so, States will uphold the raison d’etre of the Genocide Convention and its prevention mandate, and they will deliver a clear message to Russia, the Ukrainian people, and the international community as a whole — a message powerfully delivered by Moldovan President Maia Sandu: “‘We can do it again’ — No. ‘Never again’ — Yes.”328
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